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ABSTRACT 
. ' 
.--- I 
Because· Shakespeare supposedly relied on his source,. ? / 
/'' 
Parallel Lives of the Greeks and Romans~ in the trans-
lation by Sir Thomas North 9 more heavily than in any 
other of his plays, a study of the changes that Shake-
speare saw fit to make can provide insights into tne 
play. Plutarch's story is essentially a study of the 
. political situation in Rome at the time. Shakespeare 
conceived the story differently, placing the focus on 
the personal tragedy of Coriolanus, politics serving 
onlyas a background. Shakespeare's hero·is a paradox: 
he is excessively proud, yet is dominated by his mother, 
and unaware of both conditions. To tell the story of 
this complex hero, Shakespeare created vital subordinate 
roles from mer~ hints in Lives. To illustrate Corio-
lanus' monstrous pride, Shakespeare allows his enemies--
Tullus Aufidius, a Volsoian hero, and the tribunes, the ·'. 
peoples' representatives--to goad him three times with 
the taunt of "traitor,/" .and shows the protagonist fly-
ing into a violent rage on each occasion, the last pre-
c.ipi tating his murder by the· Volscians. A powerful 
· role is created for Volumnia, Coriolanus' mother. She 
. . 
completely dominates ·corto·lanus at -·three critical times~ 
r . 
intimidating him to do her will. His final acquiescence_ 
leads to -his death, but spares Rome from destruction 
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at·his hands. Yet the hero is not thoroughly despicable. 
:.' l:__._ ' --{'-·•)" 
He is a man of great integrity, in contrast with the 
-
conniving tribunes, Tullus, and even his mother •. He 
. 
has an u~derlying sensitivity, which is illustrated by 
his relat1ons~ip with Virgilia, his demure wife. Further, 
- he is loved by Menenius, a ·gregarious Roman statesman 
who, like Volumnia, stands on his own as a strong char-
acter. Thus, Shakespeare's Coriolanus has more breadth 
and depth.than the story he finds in his source • 
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Chapter I 
' l 
When dealing with historical material, Shakespeare 
remains faithful to hts source. It has been suggested 
that while he was writing Coriolanus he kept open in 
front of him his major source, Plutarch's Parallel Lives 
of the Greeks and Romans in the translation by Sir Thomas 
North. Whether this is so we will never know, but the 
suggestion serves to emphasize that "Certainly he paid 
to no other of his-books the same respect as he did to 
:North."1 In fact, M.W. MacOallum observes, "The first 
impression produced by a comp·arison of the ·biography and 
the play is that the latter is little more than a scenic 
rep,lica of the former."~ 
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What Macc·allum. says is true and what his statement 
··imp.lies is true also. While the first impression do.es 
. suggest that Shakespeare merely dramatized North's trans-· 
lation of Plutarch as he found it, a closer reading of 
• •' t :/ 
1" ,,.. .,' 
.... 
the play reveals the creative hand ·of the dramatist. ·,, 
- -
. 
Careful though·he was with his source, Shakespeare, 
through "significant insertions and no less significant 
omissions contrived to· alter the affect of the 1vholeo 113 ,. 
S---J It will be my purpose to show that these 'insertions 
and omissions occur primarily because Shakespeare's con-
. caption of the story of Coriolanus differed .from Plu-
tarch's. Furthermore, I hope to demonstrate that by 
studying Shakespeare's deviations £rem his chief source, 
we can determine what it is that the playwright intends 
for us to think of the hero. 4 For it is the character 
. of Coriolanus that receives most of Shakespeare's atten-
tion; politics serve only as background.5 Harry Levin 
notes, "Throughout the play, Coriolanus sustains his 
P.r.~dominating ·role, the central figure when he is on the 
. 6 
stage, the topic of discussion when he is not." In 
the biography, however, the emphas1.s is on ethics and . 
politics. 
. .~-
Not only does Shakespeare create a more prominent 
role for Coriolanus than does Plutarch, but the very 
nature of his hero is different from that drawn by the 
Greek moralist. In the biography, Coriolanus is a study 
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of virtue, the inclusive Roma.D. term for valiantness. 
., Shakespeare, on the contrary, sees a hero who is a·v1c-
_.,,r 
' . ;, 
i . I 
·. t1m of his -own ex;cess1ve pride, and,. at the same time; 
of his ambitious, .4,ominating mother. To dramatize Corio-
lanus O dilemma, Shakespeare weaves a pattern wherein the 
~-~----....,-· 
hero's monstrous pride--and the wrath that is its by-
product--triggers his downfall. At\three critical 
moments, his enemies shout "traitor" at him, and on eich 
• 
• 
occasion he explodes into an ·\uncontrollable rage, seem-
ing to invite the ruin that follows. In addition, Corio-
lanus makes three m9rjor decisions in the play-~to stand 
for consul, to dissemble at his trial, to spare Rome--
and in each case he yields to his mother's will, and in 
each case the results are disastrous for hlm. 
As Plutarch sees him, Coriolanus is a relatively 
uncomplicated figure. In the opening expository para-
graphs of the biography, we learn that Coriolanus was 
raised by 'his widowed mother "who taught us by experience 
.that orphanage bringeth many discommodities to a child, 
but doth not hinder him to become an honest man and to 
· excel in v_irtue ••• " (Spencer, p. 296). In the next 
moment, however, t~e biographer cautions, "a rare and 
excellent wit,_ untaught, , doth bring forth many good and 
evil things together, like a fat soil bringeth forth 
· herbs and weeds that 11eth unmanured 11 (Spencer, p. 297). 
. ;1 "' . 
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Coriolanus is. "untaµght" because his natural virtue 
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"lacked cultivation at the hands of a. painstaking 
,. 
., father. tt7 It is to this absence of a father's guidance, 
then, that Plutarch attr,ibutes the hero's chief weakness, 
"w11fulness 99 (Spencer, p. 321): "for lack of education,·_. 
· .. he was so choleric and impatient that he would yield to 
no living creature ••• " (Spencer, p. 297). To Plutarch, 
,· 
·then, it seems quite clear: Coriolanus' admirable 
qualities are inherent in his nature and his deplorable· 
traits exist solely because he had no father to purge 
them from his makeup. 
Shakespeare, on the other hand, significantly omits 
mention at any time of the dead fathero Instead, he 
allows the a.udience to assume that Vol1,mnia has been -both ' 
' < 
mother and father to her son. Coriolanus tells us that 
Volumnia., taught him nprecepts that would make 1nv1nc1 ble/ 
!he heart that conned them" {IV.1.10-11). 8 Volumnia, 
then, in Shakespeare's hands, plays a dominant part from 
the start in shaping·her son's role in the Roman world. 
Though Coriolanus 1s endowed with valiantness 1n 
both Plutarch's and Shakespeare's versions of his life, 
t 
' the motivation of his zest-for warfare is quite different 
in each case. In the Lives, in the opening paragraphs, 
his military prowess is attributed to his "natural wit 
·and great heart" (Spencer, p. 297) and to the'fact that 
. ' he was "more inclined to the wars than any other gentle~ 
man of his time ••• 11 (Spencer, p. 297). Plutarch adds 
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that it pleased Coriolanus to -observe "the joy Lf,hafl . -"" ,., ' ~···· 
his mother" (Spencer, p. 3qo) derived from the acclaim 
~ 
· be·received for his conque~ts, but th1s·~ere17 increased 
•.iJ, 
his natural inclination for -v1arfare. In the play, how-
ev,er, we hear Volumnia say of her son: 
' 
To a cruel war 'I sent him, from whence he returned, his brows bound with oak. 
(Ioiii.14-1_6) . 
' . 
'· 
~."r-···-· 
_, , .-. 
.:"'J-· 
, 
:J,ater, _she tells Coriolanus, ''My.praises made thee first · 
a soldier ••• '' (III. ii .108.). It 1s one thing to be '~in-
clined ti_ ,toward warfare; it is quite another to be "sent" 
to war by onels mother. This is a significant alteration 
of the source. From the beginning, then, we can see 
that Shakespeare stresses Volumnia's influetlce in the 
life of her son. 
In Plutarch, Coriolanus' faults are wilfulness and 
a choleric and impatient disposition. Shakespeare, on 
.. the other hand, invests the hero with more deep-seated 
flaws, if we can believe Tullus Aufid1us, Coriolanus' 
Volscian counterpart. Aufidius (who here has nothing 
to gain by lying) attempts to analyze the protagonist's 
difficulties: 
..( 
First he was A noble servant to {the Romans?, but he could 
not 
· Carry his honors eveno Whether 8 twas pride, Which out of daily fortune ever taints 
The happy man 0 whether defect of judgement, To fail in the disposing of those chances Which he was lord of, or whether nature, Not to be other than one thing, not moving 
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: From the oasque, to the cushion, but command-
ing peace i. • 
· Even with the same austerity and garb 
As he controlled the 1var, but one of these·~-
. As he hath spices of them all 0 -not al1, 
· · For I dare· so far :free him--made him feared, . 
. ·so ·hated, and so banished • 
(IV~v1io35-4$) 
'r 
' Three traits are cited by Aufid1us: pride, defect 
of judgement, and .inflexibility of nature. Tllus, we 
''l·:. have a far more complex figure in the tragedy than in 
. 
, the biography. Of his three faults, it is Coriolanus' 
excessive pride that actually is most damaging to him-· 
self and to his friends and that hampers his judgement 
and contributes to his inflexibility. In the expository 
lines of the first scene, Shakespeare is quick to intro-
duce and· emphasiz~ the degree of pride 1n his hero's 
.. 
,, 
nature. 
As the play opens, the hungry citizens preparing to 
mutiny for want of corn recognize Coriolanus as their 
chief oppos1 tion.. The First 01 tizen, as spokesman for 
the citizens, argues that Coriolanus "pays himself with 
being proud" (I.1.34) and adds: 
Though soft-con-
scienced men can be content to say it was for 
his country, he did 1 t to please his mother 
and to be partly proud 9 which he is 0 even to the altitude of his virtue. 
There is never a mention of pride in the source, but 
Shakespeare, who introduces it 1ntd the hero's character, 
establishes its existence early in the play, and through 
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various speakers, as we shall see. 
. 
. 
- The protagonist, himself, in his open~ng speech, . 
. 
. . 
~--·! 
. 
. 
•e 
j • 
• • .... • 
.. demonstrates a haughty d1Srega~d for. the plebeians .. which_ · 
goes far beyond the bounds of the customary patrician 
superiority. He rants: 
What's the matter, you dissentious rogues, ( 
. That, rubbing the poor 1.tch of your opinion, 
,Make yourselves scabs? 
C 
Still 1n ihat opening scene, Coriolanus speaks of 
his chief rival, Aufidius, proclaiming proudly: 
, And were I anything but what I am, 
I,would wish me only he. (I.1.235-236) 
Continuing, Coriolanus now refers directly to his pride. 
Alluding to Auf1d1us again, he boasts, "He is a lion/ 
That I am proud to hunttt (I.,10239-240). 
The tribunes, the newly appointed representatives 
of the people, hearing these boasts and themselves re-
. I 
" 
ferred to as "rats" (I.1.253), respond. S1c1n1us observes, 
·"Was ~ver man so proud as is this Marcius?" (I.1.256), 
to which Brutus, his partner, adds: 
"· 
f 
. The present wars devour him! He is grown 
Too proud to be so valian~. 
-(I.1.262-263) 
Hence, in the first scene; from the lips of the 
.: .. First Citizen, the tribunes, S1c1n1us and Marcius, and 
·' Coriolanus himself, the word "proud" identifies the hero's 
nature. It is·not the pride that signifies a healthy 
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·self-respect, but a dis~ainful, sinful pride. ·Shake-· 
'' 
' ... - . 
. ~· 
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/:i,. 
I 
' ,, ' '.ii, • 
.. ' ... 
speare, w1 th no h1n t from Plutarch, has es ~a blish(!d · this ._ · . · 
'I ',, • 
,· t' ' 
flaw in· his hero's make_-up,,. but its ·source and complex-., 
· ·tty remain to be developed. 
~· 
Insights into the origin of the hero's· arrogilnce: ... 
are provided ~ust two scenes later when Volumnia 1s in-
troduced., Here, Volumnia imagines her son in battle 
' { 
--calling to his men, scornfully demea~ing them instead of 
offering encouragement: 
', 
1 0ome on, you cowards~ You were got in fear, 
Though you were born in Rome.' (I.iii.36-37) 
·She can be certain of his contempt for the citizens only 
because she has ingrained such an attitude in him from 
childhood. 
Of even.more telling significance in identifying 
the source·of Coriolanus• pride is the "butterfly inci-
dent." Th~s 1s entirely Shakespeare's invention. 
Valeria., a family friend, informs Volumnia and V1rgil1a, 
Coriolanus' wife, that she saw the hero's young son, 
Maroius, in a rage, tear a butterfly to pieces with his 
teeth. Instead of being alarmed at the young boy's 
- - - --~-·--"--- -
cruelty, Volumnia, with perverted maternal pride, approv- ·. 
1ngly traces it to "one on 's father's moods'' (I.111.72). 
There can be little doubt that Shakespeare meant for 
this incident to suggest the kind of indoctrination the 
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··"· 
young~r Coriolan.us·has had under the ·direction of 
' Vo·ltimnia.9 
Later, the· protagonist himself explains his ··m·oth~·r• s 
. influence. Follo1-1ing his arrogant behavior· at th·e can-
~1dature, he advises a noble that it was ·his mother who 
' 
taught him 
To call 51ebeian!7 woolen vassals, things· 
created 
·. 
'!· 
. To buy and sell with groats, to show bare heads· In congregations 9 to yawn 9 be still, and wonder When one but of my ordinance stood up To speak of peace or war. 
( III .11. 9-13) . 
Coriolanus ca,n have no regard, then, for anyt·h1ng that 
1s deemed lesser than himself, insect or man, because · 
his mother trained him that way. We must assume, then, 
that Volumnia is the source of the pride that infect1;1, 
... -Shakespeare's hero in spite 0£ her later denial: 
••• let 
Thy mother rather feel thy pride than fear Thy dangerous stoutness, for I mock at death With as big heart as thouo Do as thou list. Thy valiantness was mine~ thou suck'dst it from me, 
But owe thy pride thyself. 
(III.11.~25-130)' 
The hero's ego, as Shakespeare draws it, is not 
only massive, it is complex. His response to praise is 
remarkable. As Coriolinus achieves continued success 
in battle against the Volsoians, an increasing amount 
of honor is heaped upon him. In both the biography and 
the play he accepts the gift of a horse but refuses an 
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. extra share of the spoils. ~ In Lives, he rejects the· 
spoils without offending anyone: - ~· . 
·, 
.I 
1\ 
· ••• and as for his other offer,~. 
· which was rat,p.er a· mercenary. reward. 
than an honourable recompense, he wouid 
... ·.... . ' . __:_~.:._~ : :, .•  . 
have none of it; -but .was contented to have· _ 
. his equal part w1 th other soldiers o 
(Spencer, p. 312) 
" In Shakespeare! s hands, however, Cor1-olanus · rudely re-
· · · fuses the extra reward: 
. ~ .... 
lJJ cannot .make m1 he.art ·consent to take 
A bribe to ~pay my sword. . . 
(I. ix.37~38) 
You shout me forth 
In acclamations hyperbolical, 
As if I loved my little should be dieted 
In praises sauced with lies. 
(I.1xc50-53) 
Th~ latter rebuff is to- Oominius, to whom he owes a sub-
ordinate's respect. 
The frantic tone of Coriolanus' rejections of praise 
suggests more than a sincere modesty. Instead, it im-
plies that to Coriolanus no praise, no matter how enthus-
iastic, is equal to his achievements. If not that, 1t 
suggests that the denial is his method of encouraging 
even •ore applause. In any event, Shakespeare's altera-
tion of Coriolanus' den1a·1s serves to emphasize the 
Roman's ego. 10 
Yet another twist to the hero's arrogance is pro- · 
vided in ·the same scene by the incident of the 0 forgotten · 
prisoner. 11 . . Shakespeare changes the episode that he 
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. found in Plutarch. There, after refusing to accept an 
. • I 
extra share -of the spoils,. Coriolanus makes a special 
: . ·, request of Cominius. He asks that "an old friend and 
~,., ' 
•1 
host of minei an honest wealthy man°v (Spe,ncer, p. 312), 
" 
is as- ~ a Volsc1an now held prisoner, be released. It 
~ . 
sumed that this request is granted, ~nd Plutarch advises 
that the soldiers .were duly impressed w·1 th. Coriolanus' 
kindness. 
' 
·, 
; ~ . 
In the play, the incident 1s altered in ·several 
important respects. First, the Volsc1an is described 
as "poor" (I.1.x.83), which suggests that Coriolanus' 
kindness will ignore the boundaries of class as deter- _. 
11 
mined by wealth, Second, after the hero sights his 
old. friend, he recognizes his arch-enemy, Aufidius, 
"And wrath o' erivhelmffe hi~ pity" (I.ix.86), and he 
momentarily ignores the poor Volscian. Fina~ly, when 
Oom1n1us grants the wish and we are prepared to admire 
Coriolanus for his mercy, he forgets the man's name: 
By Jupiter, forgot. 
I am weary, yea, my memory is tired. 
Have we no wine here? (I.ix.90~92) 
He forgets and immediately.dismisses the whole m'atter. 
Thus Shakespeare heightens dramatic interest, and then 
allows Coriolanus' wrath to overcome his kindness at 
one point and his apparent indifference to overcome it at 
another, emphasizing the complexity of the hero's nature. 12 
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Possibly, Shakespeare's.most significant departure 
_from t~e biography is his handl1ng·of Oor1olanus' can-
didature. Perhaps here more.than anywhere we can see 
what the dramatist inten~ed by observing the changes. 
Plutarch tells us that Coriolanus returned triumphantly:· 
from a second war and soon "stood for the consulship ••• " 
(Spencer, p. 312), apparently requiring no urging. Next, 
he readily complied with the custom requiring that he 
appear in the Jnarket place to solicit votes with only a 
gown on his back, and he ttshowed many wounds and cuts 
. _, . 
upon his joody, which he had received in seventeen years 
service at the wars ••• (Spencer, p. 319). Consequently, 
the people were prepared to elect him consul. However, 
on election day, the people reversed themselves. They 
voted against Coriolanus because they saw and feared the 
mutual esteem between himself and the nobility13 and 
worried that he "would take away altogether the liberty 
from the people" (-Spencer, p. 320). The rejection of 
Coriolanus; then, is po~1t1cal, not personal, 1n,Shake-
. speare's source. 
From the start, Shakespeare alters the candidature 
episode. He stresses the role of Volumnia's ambition 
and, later, the inordinate pride of Coriolanus. Even 
before the hero returns from the wars, we learn that it 
is.Volumnia, more than the others, who is ambitious for 
him. She is overjoyed to hear that he is returning with 
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be large cicatrices 
shall stand for his ) 
There will 
to show the people when he 
place. 
(II.1ol63c=l65) 
Then, upon his return, th1rlk1ng of the consulship, she 
• 
advises"her son: 
C On:ty. 
There's one· thing. wanting, which I doubt_ .. not but 
Our Rome will cast upon thee. 
. . (II.10216-218) 
But, contrary to the biography, Shakespeare's Coriolanus 
expresses his opposition ·to politics and his preference 
for a military career:14 
Know, good Mother, 
I had rather be their servant in my way 
Than sway with them in theirs. 
(II.1.218-220) 
The soldier has no wish to move "from th' casque to th' 
cushion" and any criticism of his inflexible nature must 
. be considered in this light. 15 What Shakespeare es tab- ~ ' .. ~ .. : 
11shes 1s the extent of Volumnia's domination of her son.-
Coriolanus does not wish to become a candidate, but he 
does so primarily because.his mother wishes it. 
Shakespeare's Coriolanus only reluctantly agrees 
to observe the custom of soliciting votes. Plutarch's 
hero solicits without incident, nshowing many vrounds and 
' 
cuts upon his body" (Spencer, · p. 31.~), but the dramatist i·, 
seizes ·the opportunity to show Coriolanus' pride at work 
again. This time Coriolanus can be faulted for inflexi-
bility because, once one has agreed to a ceremony, .. he is 
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expected to observe its rules. Instead, Shakespeare's 
Coriolanus stubbornly refuses to show his wounds and' 
contemptuously mqcks the c·i t1zens who have come .with 
,. ' 
the intention of supporting- him: . 
- . ~ . 
. ' 
~-~ ,· ~-
Your voiceso For your voices .. ! have fought, 
·watched for your voices 9 for your voices bear 
.Of .v1ounds ti~Jo dozen odd o Battles thrice six · 
I have seen 9 -and heard of 9 for your voices have 
Done many things 9 some less),for some more. YoUl' 
voiceso 
Indee~, I would be Consul. l \ 
( II .111.133-139) 
. However, as in ,:flutarch, the ci t1zens consent to cast 
their votes for their military hero in spite of his 
arrogance. And, as in Plutarch, they later change their 
minds, but for· a far different reason. In the biography, 
· as was stated above, Coriolanus is voted down· because of 
his close association with the nobility; it is not his 
personality that is at issue, but his political affilia~ 
tion. 
In the tragedy, however, it is Coriolanus' wrath, 
exploited by the resourceful tribunes, which prompts 
the citizens to reject him. The tribunes accurately see 
in the figure of this haughty noble a threat to their 
security. They carefully plot his downfall, decl.ding to 
"Enforce his pride,/And his old hate unto ffihe peopl!711 
t'·: ... . 
(II.11io227-228). Thus, at the market-place, the tribunes 
goad Coriolanus, and he breaks .into a ju·st1fiable, but 
heated, tirade against representative government. At 
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the opportune moment, S1c1n1us p~esses the plunger: 
•,, .! Has spoken like a.,~.tra1 tor, and shall answer 
As traitors dot .,. 'I 
· ( I I I o i .162 ),,~~ 
0 
I , 
and Coriolanus explodes. This is the first of the three 
crises in which the charge of "traitor" sends Coriolanus 
into. s.uch a .rage tha.~ he ·alienates nearly-
1 
all who wish .~ 
'~ ' ' 
· to support him. In this instance, the people who had 
come prepared to vote for him are -transformed into a mob 
shouting, •1Down w1th him~ Down with him~ 11 (III.i.229).i 
\ 
,}:> Thus, 1n t_he play, the rejection .. 'is personal, not 
political, because ~hakespeare wants to show that Corio-
lanus is responsible for his fall. 
If the alteration of his source in this scene pro-
vides clues to Shakesp~re's intention, the confronta-
tion scene between Volumnia and Coriolanus before the 
Q ' 
l .I 
trial reveals even more because 1~ is solely "Shakespeare's 
.interpolation."16 It is a significant episode because 
it reveals an aspect of Cori·olanus' pride that his mother 
has be en -,unaware of and cannot· understand. Furthermore, 
at the conclusion of the scene, t~e audience is made 
even more aware of Volurnnia's unnatural power over her 
son. 
Coriolanus just mome~ts ago has been denied by the 
;· 
· citizens, and he waits to stand trial for his behavior. 
Volumnia urges Coriolanus to apologize to the-people at 
· ., ·.u: .. ; t · 
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the trial. Coriolanus, however~ does not believe in -
deception, and to practice'it as his.mother would have 
him do 1s against hi~ principles:17 
-_, ,.- _,_,,.I 
,· . ' 
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-- ---· 
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·False to my nature? Rather say I play 
The man I am:. 
(III.11.14-16) 
" Actually, Volumnia would have him do anything that 
· will bring the consulship. However, she is confronted 
with a monster of her own making. She has bred in her 
soti a fierce pride and, to her satisfaction, has seen 
it manifest itself in both victories in the field and a 
contemptuous attitude toward the plebeians at home. 
But she has not seen this pride express itself in an 
absolute and admirable adherence to principle, and this 
is a concept she cannot grasp. Instead, she advises 
her son: 
I would dissemble with my nature where 
My fortunes and my friends at stake required 
I should do so in honor. 
(III.ii.62-64) 
But Coriolanus insists that to represent himself as any-
. 18 thing other than what he is would be dishonorable: 
I will not do 't, 
Lest I surcease to honor mine own truth, 
And by my body's action teach my mind 
A most inherent baseness. 
(IIIoii.120-123) 
The soldier is excessively proud, he is inflexible, but, 
I 1n this conflict he achieves a kind of/_d1gnity. This 
1 i f - i i 1 - 19 d mens on o h s pr de s wholly admirable, and though 
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· · -· · · 1 t will not carry him far in the ·pol.1 ti cal world, 1 t 
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contributes a roundness to the character of Coriolanus 
. which. only _Shakespeare ach1~ves. (. 
. '· 
. . ' However, as·1n the incident with the forgotten 
prisoner, just as we are learning to admire the hero, 
' ' he disappoints us. He is confronted by Volumnia, whose.· 
ultimate appeal is basea on the mother-son tie: 
To beg of thee, it is my more dishonor Than thou of themo Come all to ruin, let 
Thy mother ra~ther feel thy pride than fear 
Thy dangerous stotr1tness 9 for I mock at death With as big heart is- thouo Do as thou 11st. Thy valiantness was mine, thou suck'dst it 
from me, 
But owe thy pride thyself. 
(III.11.124-130) 
The image refers all the way back to nursing and stresses 
the utter dependence of the infant on the mother. The 
fiercest soldier in all of Rome finally crumbles before 
· ·hi~ mother's persistence: 
Mother, .. I , am going to the market place, Chide-me no more. I'll mountebank their loves, Cog their hearts from them, and come home be-loved 
(IIIoi1ol31-133) 
It·1s apparent that Shakespeare wants the audience to 
see Coriolanus as a complex character, as a man whose 
. pride has admirable as well as detestable characteris-
tics. Furthermore, the dramatist shows that Coriolanus, 
unfortunately, is not strong enough to be his own man, 
a soldier of unco-m1promising 1ntegri ty. _ Instead he is 
the obedient son of an ambitious mo·ther. A. c·ompromise 
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· for political reasons we could understand, but a com-
promise that is really in violation of his manhood·we ,, 
must despise. ,, 
. ' 
Just as Shakespeare alters Plutarch's account of 1•• • 
-·· --· ·--·- - . --- ·- -,-- ·---· - -
. ' ,. 
( 
·i:. ; 
Oofiolanus' first rejection by the citizens, so he alters 
the account of his subsequent trial and banishment.· In 
the drama, "Plutarch's extensive ec.onomic and political 
background for £th£/ banishment020 is om1 tted. What is 
-
stressed is Coriolanus' ·wrath resulting from wounded 
" 
, .... I 
pride which again proves to be his undoing. As before, 
in the candidature scene, the tribunes show that they 
have a partial though useful understanding of the hero. ··J· 
·They particularly understand the unwholesome aspect of 
bi's pride which brooks no contradiction and the rage 
into which he flies at any provocation. Brut·us urges: 
._-;. 
Put him to the chole·r straight. '. He hath been 
,. used r 
·Ever to conquer, and to have his worth 
· ··· Of contradiction. Being once chafed, he cannot 
Be reined again to temperanceo Then he speaks 
· ···.··. : ·What's in his heart 9 and ~Ghat is there which 
looks 
. ·: ·•·· -With us to break his neck. • .. ... , '.,rs• .. - .. (III.111.25-30) 
Just moments later, after Coriolanus arrives, S1c1n1us 
---. · ,, · · finds the opp·ortuni ty to ignite the hero• s wrath when he 
charges, "you are a tra1 tor to the people" ( r'ir o iii. 66). -
Predictably, ~he word "traitor" sends Coriolanus 
'1· 
. into a fury and the tribunes quickly seize the chance 
. ,; . 
to "banish him our. city" (III. iii,, 101). Thus, Shakespeare• s. 
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1?1sert1on m~kes Coriolanus, not his pol1 tical aff'111a- ., 
t1ons, res.ponsible for his banishment. 
A side of Coriolanus' that 1s only touched.on in 
, the biography but that is developed m·ore ful_ly in the 
tragedy is the degree of his tenderness. As Coriolanus 
prepares to le~ve Rome after ·his banishment,· Plutarch 
• tells u~ the hero .found "his mother and wife ••• weeping 
' "" 
. 
' and shrieting out for sorrow, and ••• comforted and·pef-
suaded them to be content with his chance ••• 11 (Spencer, 
I p. 333). This is ·the only sµchtreference to the hero's 
~· tenderness in the biography prior to Volumn1a 1 s final 
appeal. Shakespeare, in the interests of presenting a 
fully drawn character, devotes considerable effort to 
develop this quality in the protagonist. As he is bid-
ding them farewell, Coriolanus soothes those closest to 
him: 
:·~-· ... _: 
Thou old and true Menenius, Thy · tears are. salter than a younger man' .s, And venemous to thine eyes. 
(IV.1.21-23) 
1 
Come, my sweet wife, my dearest mother, and My friiends of noble touch, when I am forth, Bid me farewell, and smile. 
( IV. i • 48 -50 ) 
We notice that he even gently reminds his mother to be 
brave_in this trying time: "Nay, mother,/Where is your 
ancient courage?tt · (IV.1.2-3). . ' 
The hero, in such poignant moments, displays a 
.calmness and a graciousness that we·have not seen before. 
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' . .. . It is important to recognize thet circumstances: he 1s .. , .. , . 
not in ba"'Gtle 9 he is no·t; contend~lng 1-ri th tri·bunes or 
· citizens, he is among friends and loved ones. The 
dra,ina~tist suggests that ,iere Coriolanus given the oppor..;. 
tuni ty he v1ottld be a gentler person, that somewhere be-
-low the surface of learned behavior resides a different 
· nature~\ Unquestionably, by allowing us· to see qualities 
besides the hero's military might, Shakespeare d~velops 
a far more interesting figure than the one he found. 
' ·• 
·\ . Coriolanus' conduct of the campaign against Rome 
after he has joined the· .volsces represents another marked 
deviation from the biography. Plutarch tells us that 
his "chiefest purpose was to increase still the malice ;---
and dissension between the nobility and the commonalty •.•• 
and he was very careful to keep the nobleman~s lands and 
goods safe from harm and burning, but spoiled all the 
I 
whole country b.esides • and would suffer no man to tak~:l ' ' . 
or hurt anything of,.the nobleman's" (Spencer, p. 343·). 
Plutarch 8 s hero is much interested in the pol'i tics of 
the situation, discriminately c~nducting his c9::rnpaign·1n 
! 
' 
order to foment. further host111 ty in Rome between th~_ 
• 
nobility and the citizens. • 
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Shalrespe~re' s banishe4 general has no such subtle 
intentionso Harold s. Wilson has said of Coriolanus' 
campaign, "There is no political 1ssue here. He st.ands 
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·alone, against plebeians and patricians alike, against 
mother, lvife, and child, against his country. This is 
,I;' 
. 
. 
. 1121 h~'s tragedy 8:nd it is purely· personal. . Here again,. 
· an examination of· Shakespeare's deviation from the source, ·· · 
shows that-he diverts attention from the political quar-
rel in Rome to Coriolanus' pride and his peculiar sense 
. 
of personal honor. 
Of the dramatist's handling of Coriolanus' 08.lllpaign 
of vengeance,.A.C. Bradley observes, "What Shakespeare 
wanted was a simpler and more appalling situation than " 
he found in Plutarch ••• and a hero enslaved by his 
passion and driven blindly forward. 1122 In the biography, 
Coriolanus --hopes ultimately to force upon the Romans a 
disgraceful surrender. But,1n the play, Coriolanus 1s 
intent on the destruction of Rome, and more, he ·hopes 
to see "the whole city one tower of flame .. "23 Observe 
the fire im~~~-~l:. !~-- O_C>DJ.~n~us' aQ99~:r1.t of bi~ un~uooes_s- __ . 
· ;f'ul attempt" to parley. wisth Coriolanus: 
' tf:,. ·,_, .,_ -
, I· ' • , 
.. :•.,-. ,• 
, ' 
He ·was a kind of nothing, titleless1 ~ Till he had forged himself a name o the fire Of burning Rome. 
(V.1.13-15) 
~., ... tell you, he does s1 t in gold, his eye 
. :., ·. -.- . Red as 'twould burn Rome, and his injury 
The jailer to his pity. 
Coriolanits'· Second Sentinel tells Menenius, "You'll see 
your Rome embraced with tire before/You'll speak with 
I • : 
Coriolanus" (V.11.7-8). 
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Thus, when all of Rome appears to be doomed because 
I·\·•'"' 
of Coriolanus I thirsct for revenge, 1 t is ~;rorth review- · :, 
.,.- ' 1:»· -•." ,•C'-J 
' 
' ' ~ 1ng the circumstances which·· have'·· led to this moment. To 
,, -'~ 
. ' 
1 do so makes us aware of the paradoxical nature of Co~io-
lanus' behavior. 
First o:f all, Coriolanus has all along vehemently 
·insisted that he despises praise: 
Pray now, no more._ My mother, 
Who has a charter to extol her blood, 
· When she does praise me grieves me. ·· 
. (I.ix.13-15) 
Furthermore, he has insisted that he does not wish 
to be consul, arguing, "I had rather be their servant 
in my -vray,/Than S"tvay v-1ith them. in theirs" (II.ie218-220). 
Also, where the· citizens are ·concerned, Coriolanus shows 
far more than mere resentment of their praise of his 
achievements: 
he seeks their hate 
with greater devo~tion than they can render it 
-~:: ~--him, a-nd- leave·s nothing- undone that they full7- -- ~ -
' -
discover him their opposite. 
(II.11.20-23) 
'\ 
Thus, we are f·aced with a man who· despises praise, pol1~ 
tics, and plebeians. V' 
Yet, when the political off1ae. he does not-. want is 
denied him by the plebeians, wh,.ose praise he cannot 
tolerate, he reacts. His strang'e sense of personal 
honor tells him that he must in retaliation destroy his 
"thankless country" (IV.v.76) and all of his countrymen, 
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friends and loved ones "who/have all forsook me" (IV.v.82). 
. ,, 
Thus, Shakespeare has made it clear that Coriolanus' 
·..,,r,. . 
- paradoxical behavior can only be "explained in terms of 
wounded personal pride /jathei/ than of frustrated 
'I . 
, . 24 political ambition." His Coriolanus is a vastly more 
,, 
'@ complicated f1g,ure than the willful Coriolanus of his 
source. ·t 
As Shakespeare prepares the audience for the crucial 
appeal scene, he introduces further changes in Corio-
, lanus' campaign conduct which serve to emphasize the 
protagonist's single-mindedness. Plutarch's Coriolanus 
grants thirty days respite to the Roman emissaries dur-
..k ing which time they are to consider his 11 just conditions 
of peace" (Spencer, p. 347). Despit~ the fact that this 
1 ~ .-
,,,,~ 
t•cease-flre" causes much chagrin among certain Volscian 
soldiers, Coriolanus patiently concedes a three-day 
extension of the truce when it expires. But ~ha~espeare 1 s 
hero m~kes no such concessions. He brut~lly ignores the 
entreaties of Cominius and Menenius, his friends of long 
standing, and remains steadfast in his passion.to avenge 
_., 
the 11 ingrate forgetfulness" (V.11.92) of Rome. 
Thus, with these reminders of the hero's rigidity·, 
the dramatist prepares us for Volumnia's final appeal. 
It is clear that only_a supreme diplomatic~~ffort can 
· succeed in preventitig such a machine of destruot1on'from 
destroying Rom3. The appeal itself is regarded by some 
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~s representing the most extensive borrowing in the entire· 
. 25 Shakespeare canon. Yet, even here, where Shakespeare 
is relying most heavily on North's translation, the alter-
ations are significant. _In the biography, only Volumnia 
speaks to CoriolanusGI His *'wife and little.children" 
.. 
(Spencer, p. 352) are present, but they ·do not speak, 
· -~~ nor ar.e they spoken to. In the . tragedy, however, Virg111a 
plays a more prominent role, as does Marcius, Coriolanus' 
- ·-- . --' 
,. 
son (Shakespeare chooses to mention only a son rather 
than "children"). Virg111a speaks first, addressing 
Coriolanus as "My lord and my husband!" (Vo 111·. 37), 
reminding him of his duties as husband., ],Ioments later, 
when Marcius kneels down, Coriolanus says affectionately, 
"That's my brave boy~" (V.iii.76), reminding himself of 
his responsibilities as father. Then, as Volumnia's 
speech approaches its climax, Virgilia's weeping and 
young Marcius' beseeching hands charge it with added 
emotion. By these slight insertions, Shakespeare sub.-
.. jects Coriolanus to the triple pressure of husband, 
father, and son, thus making explicit the personal 
nature of the appeal which is only implicit in Plutarch.26 
Yet, not only does Shakespeare make the ove·r-all 
tone of the appeal more personal than he finds it in 
the biography, he alters the specific . r·ole of Volumn'ia 
to dramatize further his conception of Coriolanus as the -
. ·-· .... ,.,, ,, 
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mother-dominated son. In Lives, she advises Coriolanus, 
"No man living is more bound to show himself thankful 
11n all parts and respects than thyself e o o vu .(Spencer, . 
' ' ' 
p. 356) 0 In the.tragedy,·Shakespeare's Volunih:!a pro-
claims more forcefully: 
. 
. There' s n·o man in the world 
· .r More bound . to 's mother, yet here he lets me 
prate t 
Like one ·1 1 the. stocks. · (V.111.158-160) 
,·, 
She does not merely adm'onish him to show gratitude on 
this particular occasion; 1nstead,·she speaks directly, 
I ' 
and in .terms· of absolutes. There are no qualifications. 
He is "bound" to do her will.··· Shakespeare's Volumnia 
'knows this to be the s.U[?'?tance of their relationship. 
Tragically, Coriolanus does not. 
. ~, - Moments later in the drama, Coriolanus 1s scolded 
bJ his mother: 
. 
This fellow 
His wife is 
Like him by 
Come, let us go. 
had a Volscian to his mother, 
in Corioli, and his child· 
,Ji, 
chance. Yet give us our dispatch. (V.111.177-180) 
Coriolanus feels the full pressure of the willful woman 
who says,·1n effect, 11 Since you do not do as I wish, I 
deny your origino" The pattern of succumbing to his 
mother's will is repeated for the third time. Here, the 
tone of Volumnia's.demands resemblesher earlier insis-
tence that Coriolanus apologize at his trial. In both 
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\. 
instances, when she senses defeat·, she brings the full · 
force of her unnatural domination· to bear by peevishly. 
"disowning" him. · In1 both instances, Coriolanus bows to 
her will. As before, the consequences are disastrous. 
Before, he was banished from his country, now he will 
lose his life. And Shakespeare makes it cl.ear that the 
hero's. sacrifice is ·for motlier. When we bear in mind 
\ 
the rigidity of his position at the start of each con-
frontation, we can better appreciate the extent of her 
power over him. 
· .. Even- at the last, when the action moves to the 
Volscian camp, while Shakespeare adheres to the story 
in the Lives, he at the same time makes crucial altera-
tions of the account of Coriolanus' murder by the 
Volso1an conspirators. The changes further contribute 
to our understanding .of him as the victim of both his 
monstrous pride and his monstrous mother. Plutarch 
tells us that Au.fidius , "fearing that 1f he did l~t 
ffioriolanu!7 speak, he would prove his innocency to the 
people--because amongst other things he had an eloquent 
tongue ••• u (Spencer, p. 361), directed that the Roman 
be murdered ·before he could explain his capitulation to 
his.mother. 
Shakespeare, on the contrary, allows. Coriolanus to 
speak to the Volscians, thus making him responsible for 
his own downfall. Upon his arrival, the hero makes a · 
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·brief persuasive speech in an effort to justify his with-· 
drawal and presents the peace tre~ty to the Volscian 
lords as evidence of his efforts. But Aufidius cunningly· 
.... ~ .. 1, ' .-
intervenes and taunts Coriolanus just as the Roman tribunes 
had done twice before: 
. . Read it not, noble lords, 
But tell the traitor·, · in the hi;ghest degree 
·• -- l•,. 
He hath abused your powers. - -. J-(V. vi.84-86) 
Hence, the pattern is repeated. For the third time, 
upon the stimulus of the word "traitor," the Roman,.flies 
into a 11 rage of offended pride." 
Before the murder does take place, how~ver, Shake-
speare provides the final word on his hero. He again 
r~minds the audience that although Coriolanus is a great 
warrior' he has never really been his own man' has never 
achieved the independence that is a requisite for man-
<' 
hood. It is Aufidius who expresses Coriolanus' lack of 
. -.~· . . 
maturity, and in a most dramatic way. In speeches that 
are not to be found in the -source, Aufidius follows up 
his accusation of Coriolanus by providing the Volscian 
<-' .. ,<,lords with a somewhat distorted account of t-he·hero's 
acquiescence to his mother: 
Auf1dius. You lords and head o'. the state, perfidiously 
He has betrayed your business, and given up, 
For certain drops of salt, your city Rome=-
! say ,nyour ci tyn =r=to his vJ"ife 9 and mother, , 
Breaking his oath and resolution like 
A twist of rotten silk 9 never admitting 
Council 0 8 the war 9 but at his nurse 1 s tears 
:.He ivhined and roared away y.our victory, 
- I~ 
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That pages blushed at him, and men of ·heart .\ 
· Looked wondering each at other. 
· .·· _ Coriolanus. 
·Aufidius. 
\{? Hear 9·st thou, Mars? 
Name not the god, tho't.t, boy,.of tears~ · (V.vi.91-101) 
i -
,, t .~ '•- ~ Ooriolanus' ire has already been ignited at the .. accusa-
' 
' tion of "traitor." Now, at Tullus'\hllmiliating "boy," 
his rage engulfs him. The,_warrior is so stunned by the 
insult--especially as it comes from the lips of an ·enemy 
he has conquered so often--that three times he repeats 
TuJius' tag, "Boy~ 11 ( V. vi .103 .112 .11 7 ) , as though vomit-
ing poisonous food. By this time, Shakespeare has made 
the audience well aware of the truth of Aufidius' evalua-
tion. But Coriolanus seems ignorant of the accuracy 
·of the charge. His insistence on repeating ttBoy~", 
however, suggests:that subconsciously he may recognize 
its- validity • 
. 
'\ 
That Coriolanus is responsible for the occasion 
-
of his murder which is about to take place is made quite 
clear. by the dramatist. Even though Coriolanus, in his 
pique at Aufidius, angrily insults the rest of the 
Volscians, -
False hound~ If you have writ your annals true, 'tis there That, like an eagle in a dovecote, I Fluttered your Volscians in Oorioli. Alone I. did it. ''Boy~ n 
(V.violl3-117) 
they patiently express their regard for him, insisting., 
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.. ::- "The man is noble, and his fame ·folds in/This orb o '-
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the earth" (V.vi.126-121). Clearly, it appears that 
.. 
· order will preva.1--1 if the Volscian lords have thei·r way.·· 
• '·, ~ 'l'O .. 
" 
· But Coriolanus will not let them have their way. His· 
" . 
. pr_ide i~ wounded· so that. he simply cannot lceep his si-
!\., ~ ,. 
· lence. He insists on having· the. last word with Aufidius: 
' i. 
Oh, that I had him, 
With six Aufidiuses, or more, his tribe, · 
To use my lawful sword! 
,, 
(V.viol29-131) 
.. 
Ironic~~lly, Coriolanus assures himself the last word, 
because this threat provides the conspirators the 
opportunity they had been waiting for, and they kill him. 
-. Thus, by altering Plutarch's account of Coriolanus' 
death, Shakespeare neatly dovetails the hero's ·two flaws--
his· pri~e and his dependence upon his mother--to ·induce 
his murder. 
H~nce, we are led to ask, "What does 1 t all mean, ~ " 
~ 
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these changes that -Shakespeare makes in the _ character of ·· 
Coriolanus?" Part of the answer is that for Shakespeare, 
at least, 0 the study of the hero's character and the 
· ineluctable causes for his fal1 1127 are more compelling 
than a study of conflicting political ideas. His 
"sympathy with human experience1628 seems to draw him 
always to the individuals who make history-, not to the 
h1sior1cal events themselves. 
In addition, the deviations from,Plutarch suggest 
that Shakespeare's imagination saw more drama in a story 
- 'I 
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~here the hero falls because of personal flaws rather 
than one.in .which he falls primarily because of p~liti-
oal circumstances. The story that Shakespeare tells 
... becomes tragic when the audience recognizes the hero '-s 
flaws and he does not. Although Coriolanus is the 
' t 
greatest military hero in the history of Rome, he is 
completely lackirig, in self-control and is completely 
under the dominatipn of his mother. Yet, there is no 
evidence that he is aware of either defecto We must 
agree with A.O. Bradley, who says of Coriolanus, "Un-
fortunately he is altogether too simple and too ignorant 
•• '·, r of himself .[evei/ though he is the proudest man in 
Shakespeare •••• n29 
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Chapter II 
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The old notion which says, in effect, "By a :QJ.an's 
friends we shall know him," seems pertinent to a study 
' of the character of Coriolanus, provided, of course, 
we amend the saying to include his enemies. Indeed, 
this is Coriolanus' play. All other characters are 
subordinate. But where they appear very seldom and 
have little identity.in Plutarch's Lives, "in Shake-
speare they accompany the a .. ction throughout, and do 
this in such a way th~t they illustrate and influence 
the character and career of the hero, and have their 
own characters and careers illustrated and influenced 
by him."1 In addition, they frequently illustrate 
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· the character of one anothe·r. - . Thus, a close look at 
the changes Shakespeare makes in these subordinate roles 
provides further insights into his· intentions~ 
t.,:,.~ The characters interlock so effectively in the ·, t; ' .. 
\ 
' ', 
drama-thit to isolate them in an analysis is difficult 
indeed. But it is obvious that the one character who 
,-, 
d·oes most to'·111ustrate and thfluence the character of 
"• 
the hero is, Volumnia, his dominating mother. · The con-
trast in the roles created for Volumnia by Plutarch and 
Shakespeare is extreme and suggests what it is that 
Shakespeare is trying to do. In the biography, she is 
not introduced until very late in the story, and·then 
is only vaguely defined. Her role, too, in the Lives 
is far less importan_t than 1n the play, leading one to 
the·· conclusion that Shakespeare created for Volumnia 
''a role of which there is no hint in Plutarch •••• 112 
Plutarch's Volumnia is feminine, remains for the most 
part in the background, and, until her appeal for peace, 
-
exercises only a moderate influence on the life of her 
son. Shakespeare's Volumnia, to the contrary, is 
masculine, rema+ns in the foreground whenever possible 
(she- appears in most of the major scenes), and exercises 
maximum control in the life of her son. Therefore, by 
creating such a powerful role for Volumnia, Shakespeare · 
weakens .. the-. character of his herQ and presents a paradox 
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·whereby a soldier of unequalled bravery is thoroughly 
dominated by his mother. Further, Shakespeare's Volumn1a 
-.. 
' ... 
·illuminates the character of Coriolanus in o.ther ways, 
thus providing a complexity in. him that p.1utarch does 
not achieve. 
,.---~ . ' . ,,, 
~-··: 
Volumnia' s ope~in·g speeches· .. show that she · is no 
ordinary mother, and their fierceness sets the temper 
of.the entire play. She tells Virgilia, who is con-
cerned for Cori.olanus' safety in the wars, of her own 
singular feelings: ) 
If my son were my 
husband, I should freelier rejoice in that 
absence wherein he won honor than.in the em-
bracements of his bed where he would show 
most love. 
. (I.111.2-5) 
She continues, expressing "a heroic sentiment, whi.ch is 
also a negation of _the human ties of maternal love •• -. : 113 
,., .... 
·~ Hear me 
profess sincerely. Had I a dozen sons, each 
in my love alike and none less dear than thine 
and my good Marciusi I had rather h~d eleven 
die nobly for their country than one voluptuously 
surfeit out of action. 
· (I.111.21-28) 
Continuing, she proudly envisions her son on the battle-
~ field, "His bloody brow/tli th hi.a mailed hand then wiping, . 
forth he goes,/Like to a harvestman that 8 s tasked to 
mow/Or all, or lose his hire" (I.111.37-40). 4 When 
V1rg111a objects to the notion of a bloody Coriolanus,· 
' I 
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Volumnia remons,trates in gory imagery: 
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Away, you fool! It more becomes a man . . 
. . Than gilt his trophy. The breasts of Hecuba, . When she did suckle Hector 9 looked not lovelier Than ij:ec~tor 8 s forehead 1r1hen 1·t spit forth blood. At Grecian sword, contemni~g • 
. (I.iii .42-46) 
.Shakespeare's Volumnia, hungers for fame for her son, 
·ti·. 
but in the source there is only the slightest hint. qf 
such an attitude: 
But toup_h1ng Martius, the -only thing 
that made him to love hono'Q.r was the joy he saw his mother did take of him~ 
:~ 
(Spencei, p. 300) 
Moreover, she is obsessed with destruction, a trait of 
which there is absolutely no hint in Plutarch. Thus, 'I 
the Volumnia who sets the play on a course of destruction 
is almost entirely the invention of Shakespeare. 
Of Volumnia's ambition for fame for Coriolanus, 
of which the ul t,imate realization 1s the consulship of 
Rome, Miss Ellis-Fermor observes, "There is something 
crude and coarse-grained in her enumeration of Corio-
lanus' wounds; at least half her pleasure is in their 
market value ••• 11 :5 
' .. 
J: '· -· 
O, he is wounded, I thank the gods for 't. (II.1.133) 
There will be large cicatrices to show the people when he 
shall stand for his place. 
.,. (II.i.164-165) 
• .,I Thtts, by introducing Volumnia. early and by allow-
ing her to reveal her ambitions for Coriolanus as a 
soldier and politician, Shakespeare makes it clear that. 
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Coriolanus' careers are a product of her design. ' And.,- , 
as her role becomes more powerful, we better understand 
Coriolanus' prideful nature. Yet, at the same· time, 
we lose respect for him a~ a son dominated by his mother. 
Actually, Shakespeare's rendering of V:olumnia bring.a 
the characiter of Cor1o+anus into sharpe:r focus. Corio-
: __ .... 
lanus is inflexible, and Volumn1a's willingness-to com-
promise emphasizes the point. But _the hero's rigidity 
is related to his integrity, while his mother's flex-· 
ibility is founded on deceit. The contrasts are etched 
most vividly in the scene following Coriolanus' woeful 
performance at the candidature. Here, in another episode 
of Shakespeare's creation, Volumn1a vainly tries to 
r .. J . ] 
persuade her son that it would be well to appease the 
citizens at his upcoming trial: 
'• 
Because that now it lies on you to speak 
To the people==not by your own instruction, 
Nor by ·the matter which your heart prompts you, 
But with such words that are but roted in 
Your tongue, though but bastards and syllables 
Of no allowance to your bosom's trutho 
(IIIoiio52-57) 
She is, in effect, telling him to lie, though she neglects 
to admit as much. But her son refuses. Volumnia, who 
. . U, 
t'[ . 
has so carefully prepared Coriolanus for a career that 
would lead to the consulship, the highest political 
office in Rome, has neglected to teach him the art of 
compromise, the political expedient that politicians of 
all ages have learned to utilize. It is her failure, not 
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his. However, while not to compromise is a political 
liability, it is a moral ass~t if it results from a· 
. ' 
: ., \'·. ', 
" 
. ' desire to act honestly. Coriolanus insists: 
.i•· 
' ., 
, . 
- 1 ... 
. ,.\ I will not do ~ t, 
.. Lest I surcease to honor mine own truth, 
.µ.d1. by my.·;;ibody' s action teach my mind 
... A most inherent baseness. 
. 
'~ 
\, (III.11.120-123) 
He- wins our admira·t1on for his insistence upon truth. , 
,, 
Thus, Shakespeare illustrates the hero's honesty by 
juxtaposing it with his mother's dishonesty. 
~--·-. J • 
behavior at the conclusion of this 
confrontation sheds yet more light on the character of 
Coriolanus, and this, too, is solely Shakespeare's in-, 
vention. Instead of yielding before her son's insistence ,, 
on the truth, she continues to pressure him. Finally, 
he succumbs, not to the logic of her arguments, but to 
her wrath, pleading "Mother ••• Chide me no more" (III.ii. 
131-132). Hence, by demonstrating Vol.umnia' s power 
over her son, Shakespeare is revealing a weakness in 
Coriolanus. Thus, the dramatist uses Volumnia to illus-
trate, in the same seen~ both admirable (honesty) and 
detestable (mother dependence) .traits of the hero. At 
. ' 
the same time, of course, her own character becomes· more 
. q -
clearly defined, something that it never does in Lives, 
and 1 ts power enables her to stand on her own as an 
important figure ir;i. the.. play. 
,, 
· .. ' 
t, • '"1, 
Perhaps vlhere Shakespeare most c1early d1stingu1shes -
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between ivo1uuin,ia and Coriolanus is in their feelings 
' 
~~~--.,-:-.::.toward Rome. After his exile from that city, the 
.{ 
j' 
. ' I~' 
protagonist dwells only on the insult to his personal 
pride,-and he determines that all of Rome must suffer. 
i . 
- ! ,.,, 
His method is to offer his military sarvices to the 
" " 
chief enemies of Rome, \he Volscians. He explains his 
, . 
selfish reasons· to Aufidius, their leader: 
'! 
:;" 
. _ / ,,. 
but in mere -~pite, 
To be full quit of thos·e my banishers, · 
Stand I before thee here. 
. (IV .v.88-90) . 
,,,. 
So use it 
That my revengeful services may prove. 
As benefits to thee •••• 
( IV o v o 94-96 ) 
Vol11D1nia' s unselfish· attitude towards Rome is 
shown in stark contrast. In her c,rucial appeal for the 
safety of Rome, though she sugg~sts a compromise to 
please both parties, she possesse~ too much political 
astuteness not to understand the reality of the situa-
tion. ~t her appeal is successful, the Volscians will 
be angered and her son's life will be in jeopardy. 
Faced with an infinite personal loss, the sacrifice of 
her only child, she places the welfare of the state 
above her own. In Lives, she explains to Coriolanus 
that he will be "chronicled the plague and destroyer of 
thy country. And if fortune also overthrow thee, then 
the world will say that, through desire to revenge thy 
private injuries, thou hast for ever undone thy_· good: 
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. friends, who did most lovingly and courteously receive 
thee" (Spencer, p. 356). Sh:,akespeare's Volumnia ex-
·presses the same idea, but more passionately: 
. ' 
Thou know 1 st, great son, The end of war's uncertain, but this certain, That ·if thou conquer Rome~ the benefi·t Which thou sh.alt ~,hereby ··rea ..p is such, a name 
Whose repet'i ti on ivill be · dogged t?i th curs es, Whose chronicle thus vJrit: wuThe man iv-as 11oble, But with his last attempt he wiped it out, Destroyed his country, and his name remains To the ensuing ~ge ab.horred. 11 · " . . . 
. (V.iiiol40-148) 
Volu~nia emphasizes to Coriolanus the shame of being a 
.. 
traitor to one's country. Obviously, Rome means more 
to her' than to Coriolanus. H~r patriotism serves to 
illustrate her son's treachery. 6 This is her finest 
moment, and she merits the majestic greeting given her 
by the senator on her triumphant return to Rome, "Be-
' It ( ) 7 hold our patroness, the life of Rome. Vov.1. 
A.foil to Volumnia who, at the same time, provides 
further insights into the character of Coriolanus is 
Virgilia. In Plutarch, she is a "nonentity"8 never 
.. 
once referred to by name. In the tragedy,-however, ~ 
her domesti~ity, restraint, and femininity set off 
' Volumnia I s worldliness, loquaciousness, and mascul1n1 t_y. 
Furthermore, her loving nature inspires Coriolanus to 
· words of poetib tenderness (and it gives the audience 
,' ;) ~.-
reason for identifying with her, which only Menenius,, 
among the other cha.racters, provides·), thus emphasizing. 
this-aspect of the hero's nature. 1 
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1l__, In the crucial tQird scene of the first act, when. 
Volum.nia boasts of having sent Coriolanus off to the 
wars where he might.win honors, Virgilia's opening words, 
I lf., 
' 
express her· feminine point of v1e·w, ttBut had he, died in· 
. the business 9 madam, hotn1 then?" t1t·· {I.11iol9)o Moments. 
later, Virg111a responds to Volumnia' s ·.descript~on 1of 
- the imaginary battle 1n which Coriolanus is covered with 
'. blood, by pleading, "His blo·ody brow~ O Jupiter, no 
' 
. '" ( 4 ) blood. · I.111. 1. The wholesome protective instinct 
of the wife toward her husband accentuates Volumnia's 
unnatural aggressiveness. Volumnia, upon hearing that. 
he destroyed a butterfly, expresses approval that young 
Marcius has inherited some of his father's brutish 
traits. Virgilia, however, a~ the concerned mother, 
expresses her displ--easure by calling her son 11 A crack" 
'(I.111.74). 
.. 
Though given to tears, V1rg111a 1s not weak. She 
stands firm against the persuasions of Volumnia and 
Valeria in her wifely insi~tence to remain at home as 
long as her husband is at war: "I'll not over the thres-
hold till my lord return from the wars" (I.111.81-82) • 
.. 
r- ~ - , 
.. 
;-. ... ' -
Later 9 after her husband ·has been expelled from Rome, 
she spiritedly joins Volumnia in warning the scheming 
tribune.s what would happen if Coriolanus got hold of 
L ~1 
/......,.,,c,,~·... ' 
· them: "He'd make an end of thy poster1 tytt (IV. ii .26). . ,· 
''. . .. 
Thus 7 the Virgilia that Shakespe-are creates out of the 
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shadowy outline in Plutarch is not a flat character. ·1-
.• 
•• :. • • ft 
Of still greater dramatic importance, V1rg111a 
func~ion-s as) the 1nsp1ra\1on-_ of Coriolanus' most moving 
:, · lines. His greeting to her upon his triumphant return 
from. the wars may be the most poetic utterance in the 
' play: 
My grac~ous silence, hail~ (II.i.192) 
These words give the impression that a genuine tender-
ness is embedded somewhere in the nature of the hero.9 
Later, in the farewell scene, mentioned above; there 
are further examples of this tenderness, but they fail 
to generate the intensity of feeling of his endearments 
directed solely to V1rg111a. At their last meeting, 
w~en Coriolanus is determined to remain firm against 
Rome's appeals for peace, it is the sight of Virgilia 
that signals a change in his tone: 
But out, affection! 
All bond and privilege of nature_, break~ · 
·Let it be virtuous to be obstinateo 
What is ·that cur .. tsy worth? 01~ those doves' ey.es, 
..... 1., 
. .. ':!~ 
·which can make gods forsworn? I melt, and am not 
Of stronger earth than others. 
,. (V.111.24-29) 
Bradley believes that "these words envelope Virgilia in . 
.,_ 
a radiance which is reflected back upon itself. 010 The 
' 
simple fact that Coriolanus .is capable of such expression 
t ... -.;.-~ 
supports the notion that there is much tenderness below 
. . 
the surface. Thus, Virgilia not only brings the character 
of Volumn1a into sharper focus, but her presence allows 
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Coriolanus to reveal, to a greater degree than else-
where, the sensitive .side of .his nature, which adds yet· 
~ another dimension. to its complexity. ~- .. 
. 
1 
' ' 
-
The third and by far 1east important of the 
all1terative11 ladies is Valeria. Perhaps what Shake-
speare omits.from her role as he discovered it in Plu-
·tarch is more not~worthy than what he adds. In Lives, 
1l 
she is important because it is at her sugges·t1on that 
the ladies appeal C Coriolanus for the deli~erance of 
Rome. Shakespeare divests her of this inspirational 
j role. He gives Volumnia the credit for the idea, thus 
making it evident that he intends to substantially in-
crease her stattire. 
tf 
· .. ·. 
In the play, then, Valeria does not advance the 
dramatic action as much as she helps illustrate the 
characters of Virgilia and vo·lumnia, 12 and, to some 
extent, Ooriolanus. Valeria's admonition, 
Fie, you confine yourself most unreasonably 
. · . .. · (I.111.83) .. · 
- I 
' . 
. -
. . 
emphasizes Virgilia' s devotion to Coriolanus. At the, 
same time, Valeria maintains a ladylike bearing, thus 
setting off Vol1lDlnia's coarseness. 13 Her recital of 
the ~'butterfly incident" does suggest the kind of up-
bringing that Coriolanus no doubt had, but possibly her 
.most important function is, like Virgilia's, to 
encourage Coriolanus·• sen~itive side to express. itself •. 
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A$/--a" gracious Roman maiden, .her presence at the final 
. / 
. .,,.,,.....,-· 
/ ~ 
~/ appeal inspires the protagon1s-t to further tender words: 
/ ' 
• 
' !°"Q 
' 
The noble sister of Publicola, 
?he moon of Rome, chaste as the icicle 
-~hat's curdied·by the frost from purest snow 
And hangs on Dian's temple--dear Valeria! 
. .. (V.iiio64-67) 
,; ' 
Thus, the, ladies. of Rome 111Uil11nate the character of 
the hero and the characters of each another. Shake-
speare, then, has t.aken three rather formless subordinate 
\ . 
r'i 
figures from Lives and has created from them roles which 
· --~-- -- -greatly enrich his version of the life of Coriolanus •. 
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In addition to the ladies of Rome, Shakespeare 
created roles of varying significance for the men among 
-Ooriolan-us • supporters. By far the most important of 
Coriolanus' friends is Menenius. In the biography, 
.1 Plutarch tells how the plebeians, growing tired of their 
hard life in Rome, left the city in protest and set up 
camp outside it. He adds, "The Senate, being afeared of 
their departure, did send unto them certain of the 
pleasantest old men and the most acceptable to the 
people among them. Of those, Menenius Agrippa _was he 
who'' was sent for chief man of. the message from th.e 
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requests made to the people on the behalf of the Sena~e" 
(Spencer, p. 303), to+d them the fable of the belly. 
This is Menenius' sole appearance in Lives, and from 
. ' .i . ' :.' . i-, . . ' . . 
: 1f' 
this bare sketch, Shak~speare created a fully~drawn 
'I 
character. Shakespeare's Menenius is a belly-centered 
man,,one w~o app~eciates good food and drink, arid is 
' ' 
' fond of late hours o The ··old Roman readily admits that 
:tie 11 1-oves a cup of hot· wine with not a drop of allaying 
·Tiber 1n't ••• ffin!7 converses more with the buttock of 
the night than with the forehead of the morninglt 
(IIaic52-57). His zest for living enables him·to get 
along with patricians and plebeians alike and, there-
fore, to function as peace-maker. 
Thus, it is appropriate that Menenius should re-
count the fable of the belly to the plebeians. Here, 
( 
as emissa~y, Menenius' warm disposition serves him well. 
Thqugh he shares with Coriolanus a patrician~s disregard-
for the common citizens, speaking of them as ~Rome and 
her rats" (I.1.166), he is able .. to sublimate his feel-
ings for the good of the republic. He greets with tact 
the protesting plebeians who~ he has been dispatched to 
soothe: "vvhy, masters, my good friends, mine honest 
ri:eighbors,/Will you undo yourselves? 0 (I.i.63-64). 
Moments later, Coriolanus greets the same citizens. 
tactlessly, "What's the matter you dissentious rogues,/ 
That, rubbing the poor itch of your opinion,/Make your--
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selves scabs?" (I.i.168-170). It is no wonder, then, 
that the citizens refer to the old Roman as "Worthy 
', 
Menenius Agrippa, . one that ha th always loved ~he people~.• .. 
(I.1.52-53), and to Coriolanus as ttchief enemy to the 
n ( ) 1 · i people Ioi.7. Thus, though both patricians desp se 
.. . the plebeians, only Menenius' flexible approa .. ch is 
effective in the nobles' efforts to maintain the status 
2 
,quo of patrician superiority.·· 
,, 
: 
Menenius' concern for peace is perhaps best 
illustrated at Coriolanus' candidature. Here the hero 
is oonfronted by the tribunes who tell him that he is 
no longer acceptable to the people as a candidate. 
foriolanus loses his temper and angrily berates the tn1-· · 
bunes and.those they represent. Menenius, to the con-
trary, remains poised, and tries to ease the tension 
by urging, "Let's be calm" (IIIoi.57). Then, when 
Coriolanus becomes enraged at the tribunes' accusation 
of "traitor," and it appears that there m.ight be a clash 
between the nobles and the citizens, Menenius calmly 
steps into the confusion and demands, "On both sides, · 
more respect" (III.i.181). Though jealous of the ad-
vantages of ·patrician heritage, "§Jaramount in the old 
stateman's mind, as always, is the welfare of the common-
wealth ••• ,113 and this loyalty, ooU:pled with his zest 
for living,-~ is the basis for his role as peace-maker. 
The ultimate disaster for the commonweal th, regardles-s 
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· at whose instigation, would be civil war, and this is 
it'"". ,, 
· what Menenius is intent on avoiding. He says to the 
.. tribunes: I. : -' 
~. 
l 
This tiger-footed rage,.when it s~ll find 
\ 
,, 
The harm of unscanned swiftness, will,. too late,"'· 
Tie leaden pounds to 8 s heelso Proceed by process, 
Lest parties, as he is beloved, break out~· 
·And sack great Rome with Romans, 
(IIIoio312-316) 
Menenius' warning here spares Rome,· at 1·east for··the 
time, b·ecause the tribunes re.lent, telling him, "Be 
you then as the people's officero/Masters, lay down 
your weapons" (III. 1.330-331) ,,. Corio-lanus is spared 
. . 
the instant justice of the Tarpeian Rock. Thus, Menenius' 
ability to remain calm in a crisis brings a benefit to 
Rome, and directly contrasts with Coriolanus' quick-
temper and the near disaster that it brings to Rome. 
Another -s1gn1fic-ant side of Shakespeare's character-
ization of Menenius is his fatherly regard for Corio-
lanus •. Where there is at least a hint in Plutarch of 
Menenius' pleasant nature, there is absolutely nothing -
_to suggest the old Roman's fondness for the hero. 
When Rome is frantically seeking someone to persuade 
Coriolanus to halt his march on Rome, Menenius refuses 
the job... He remembers that Coriolanus "called me 
father" (V.i.3), but he knows that Cominius'. peace pro-
posals have been rejected. - Consequently, he does not 
want to risk the personal hurt that a similar rejection 
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would bring to him: 
Well, and say that.Marcius 
Return me, as Cominius 1s returned, 
Unheard--what then? 
~--- But as a discontented friend,• grief-shot 
With. his uri:kind,!ness? 
. I .,, . (V.1.41-45) 
.. Menen1us, however, reverses himself, and agrees to go. 
But as the gourmand, he appears n~ively to think that 
the other petitioners have failed only because they 
-
ca.ught Coriols ..nus on an empty stomach when ttHe was not 
taken well, he had not dined" (V.1.50). Thus, Menenius 
decides to,wait until the ·protagonist is 11 d1eted to 
my requ-est,/And then I'll set upon him" (V.i.57-58). 
Menenius should lr...now better, but his hopes outdistance 
his go9d .~sense, and he oommi ts an error of the heart. 
In the comic-pathetic scene which follows, he has our 
sympathy when he goes to determine w~ether Ooriolanus 
has actually had his dinner, asking, "Has he dined, 
canst thou tell ?11 ( V .11. 36). 
Menenius' greeting, ''o my son, my son!"· (V.11.75), 
emphasizes his personal attachment for Coriolanus, and 
.,.. 
· makes his subsequent rejection all the more bitter. 
Coriolanus is aware of their tie: 
Thou old and true Menenius • 
(.IV.1.21) 
_(', 
and he ad.mi ts that his rebuff to ·the old fellow has ';"" ' '• 
taken its toll: "This last old man,/Whom with a cracked 
heart I have sent to Rome,/Loved me above the measure of 
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, .·a father" (V.111.8-10). Hence·, from only the slightest . .• .. 1' t:~t, ··,: 
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I suggestion in Plutarch,· Shakespeare has developed· an · · ). 
old statesman whose zest for living, love for Rome, an~ - I 
• . I 
' capacity for human . emotion, make him a figure with whom · · ·q 
we can empathize. Menenius functio~s dramatically both 
as an important figure ~5 his own right and as a means 
of illustrating the character of Coriolanus. His pre-
sence both diminishes and enhances the stature of the 
hero •. His calm, his loyalty, and his efforts as peace-
•· 
,maker illustrate the wrathful, selfish, and destructive 
nature of Coriolanus. But because of Menenius' fatherly 
regard for him, it is evident that, like Virgilia, 
... 
Menenius sees in Coriolanus much to admire, and our own 
estimation of the hero's worth consequently 1ncrease·s. 
Menenius' point of view is that of a patrician who 
expresses his loyalty to Rome in the realm of politics. I 
The point of view of a loyal patrician who is a military 
man is provided by Cominius. The Oominius that Shake-
speare found in his source was a consul who apparently 
held his own in the.field, and who admired the valor 
of Coriolanus to the extent that he rewarded him with 
~the gift of his horse" (Spencer, p. -311) and bestowed 
on him the title "Coriolanus" in honor of his great 
Victory at Corioles. Like the other subordinate figures 
in the biography, however, his influence is limited, 
~--~·. 
_. ·.,'"-
~-.--~ 
and his identity is a blur. 
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In Shakespeare·• s hands, al though he is not fully 
drawn like Volumnia and Menenius, Cominius takes on in-
!, 
creased importance··, and he performs key drama tic func-
''{ . 
tions, especially·as they further delineate the character\ 
. 
of the hero. As a general, Cominius' discretion ln 
' .. 
battle, respect for his soldiers, and unselfish praise 
of Coriolanus constrasts with the hero's foolhardiness 
' in battle; his haughtiness towards his men, and his rude~ 
nees towards his superiors. Furthermore, Oominius is a 
soldier who moves successfully from the casque to the 
cushion, 1n contrast with Coriolanus. In his speeches. 
as a politician, he performs one other important dramatic 
... 
role: he emphasizes the protagonist's destructiveness. 
During the~r campaign against the Volscians, Com1n1us' 
forces retreat and he explains his strategy to Coriolanus: 
Marcius, 
We have at disadvantage fought, and did 
Retire to
1 
win our purpose. 
(I.vi.48-50) 
Earlier, at the time of withdrawal, Oominius had analyzed 
' the situation for his troops: 
Breathe you, my friends. Well fought!. We are 
come off 
Like Romanss neither foolish in our stands 
Nor cowardly in retireo Believe me, sirs, 
We shall be charged again. 
(I.vi.1-4) 
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Thus, Cominius retreats so that he mi·ght fight again, 
and shows an understanding of hup1an psychology when he 
speaks positively, and encouragingly, to the citizens 
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Cominius' -strategic re,,treat illuminates Coriolanus' 
reckless dash behind the enemy gates of Corioles where 
"He is himself alone,/To ~nswer
1
all the city" (I.iv.51-52). 
which his own men describe as "Foolhardiness" (I.iv.46) • 
. --~ 
. Coriolanus succeeds heroically in his one-man campaign, 
but it seems doubtful that Shakespeare is suggesting 
that this.is the recommended way for generals to conduct 
campaigns. Nor does Shakespeare seem to approve Corio-
lanus' incredible ignorance in the handling of men • 
. After his troops are at first driven back, Coriolanus 
rages at the plebeians under his command: 
-
You shames of Rome~ You herd of----- Boils and. plagues. 
Plaster you o'er, that you may be abhorred Farther than seen, and one infect another Against .. the wind a mile. 
(I.iv.31-34) 
Mend and charge home, Or, by the fires of Heaven, I' 11 leave t.he foe And make my wars on you. 
J 
I 
(I.iv.38-40) 
- Like most of the other subordinate characters, : . 
Oominius serves to dramatize Coriolanus' excessive p~ide. 
When the Volscians are finally conquered, the consul 
showers praise and reward on Coriolanus, who, for the 
most part, responds rudely and arrogantly. He refers -to 
Cominius' kindness as a 11 bribe 11 . I.ix.38) and as "praises 
sauced with lies" (I.ix.52). 
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Coriolanus' inability to adjust from the battlefield 
to the political. front is illuminated by Cominius u abil- . ·_ 
() 
1t.y·. to do so. Cominius, a successful battlefield gen~ 
eral, has attained the esteemed office of consul, and 
·snows the same good judgement in political matters that 
he does in military matters. Also, like Volumnia and. 
Menen,ius, 5 but unlike the hero, he is able to place the 
welfare of Rome above all other considerations: 
·, I have been Consulj and can show £or Rome 
Her enemies 9 marks upon meo I do love My country 8 s good with a respect more tender, More holy and profound, than mine own life, My dear wife~s estimate, her womb 0 s increase 
And treasur·e of my loins. 
(III.iiiell0-115) 
\_ In addition, Com1n1us nominates Coriolanus for 
consul, performing a key dramatic function. This.speech 
does as much as any other ·1n the play to establish Corio-
... 
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·' 
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lanus as a machine of ·destruction and, consequently, to . 
" .. ,. 
keep the audience at a distance from the hero: 6 P 
From face to foot He was a thing of blood, whose every motion Was timed with dying cries. 
( II G ii O 11·2--114) 
And to the battle came he, where he did ) Run reeking o'e~ the lives of men as if 
'Twere a perpetual spoil. 
(II. 11.122-124) 
Thus, Cominius, though not nearly as intriguing a cha:r-
·acter in his ow~ right as Volumnia and Menenius, serves 
., 
Shakespeare well as a delineator of Coriolanus, and is 
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i another example of the playwright's ability to capital-. 
· .· 1ze on the bare material available ln his· sourc~. 
.Another of Coriolanus' friends who serves· toil-
lumine his character is Titus Lartius. He is referred 
t'o in Lives as "one of the valiantest men 'the Romans 
had at the time" (Spencer. p. 306), but beyond this is 
not heard from. Shakespeare uses Titus to greater ad-
vantage, if only to reenforce the roles performed by 
Cominius. As the general who remains with the forces 
L -· 
at Corioles in the battle against the Volscians, he is 
able to serve as a witness to Coriolanus' one-man assault 
behind the enemy gates. Hence, he echoes Cominius' ad-
miration of the hero's military prowess: 
O noble fellow~ 
outdares his sword, Who sensibly And, when at 
Marciuso 
A carbuncle 
Were not so 
bows, stand'st up. Thou art left, 
entire, as big as thou art, 
rich a jewel. 
(I.iv.52-56) 
Titus, too, feels the sting of Coriolanus' ungrate-
fulness. When reporting the hero's bravery to Oominius, 
••o·General,/Here is the steed, we the caparison" (I.ix.12), 
he is rebuked by Coriolanus, "Pray now, no more" (I.1xol3). 
Further, Titus, like Cominius, is a general who is able 
to make the transition to the public world, as Coriolanus 
' 1s not. By using Titus ~more .prominently, then, Shake-
speare succeeds in accentuating the contrasts already 
established by Cominlus. 
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Often the nature of man's enemies reveals his 
character even more than does the nature of his friends. 
Coriolanus' chief adversaries in the tragedy are Tullus 
Aufidius, the tribunes, Brutus and S1c1n1us, and the 
citizens of Rome. Whereas Coriolanus' allies, both male 
and female 9 taken as a composite, reveal the dark side 
of his nature as much as they do the bright side, his 
• 
enemies do more to draw attention to his admirable qual-
., -
ities. 
Tull us Aufidius is a foreign foe, the most valiant. 
·soldier in the Volscian army. In Plutarch's story, 
' Tullus fulfills two important.roles. It is to Tullus 
. ,, 
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that Coriolanus offers his services in hopes of gaining 
I 
revenge ag~inst the Roman people. Tullus accepts the 
offe:r and provides the Roman .with the army which, enables 
,. 
I 
'i 
him to carry out his treason. The Volscian ° s o.ther role 
is that of assaisin. Out of envy for Cor1ola~us' pop-
f ulari ty among the Volsc1an army, Tullu..s orga;nizes a . 
( 
.,. -... 
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plot which culminates in the hero's murder. 
Plutarch does not introduce Tullus• name until 
Coriolanus calls on him after his banishment·from Rome. 
Plutarch presents a picture of Aufidius as a man "who 
'for his riches, as also for his nobility and valiantness, 
was honoured among the Volsces as a king" (Spencer, p. 
334). The biographer acknowledges, also, that Tullus 
hated Coriolanus more than all the other Romans together, 
but he does not suggest that Tullus will seek a dishonor-
able means of gaining revenge upon Marti us·. Thus, in 
the biography, until the assassination,. Tullus· 1s merely 
Coriolanus' counterpart in the enemy army and does 
nothing to illumine the Roman 8 s character for us. 
Shakespeare, in his rendering, preserves in form 
the roles of provider and assassin for Tullus. But he 
makes one significant addition to the characterization 
and by so doing casts a considerably different light on 
the substance of all the Volscian's subsequent behavior. 
The change that the dramatist makes is to introduce 
Tullus early, and then as a soldier, who, though valiant 
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in battle, is completely lacking in personal honor. 1 
After introd~cing Tullus in the second scene of the 
.. HI 
·opening act as a proud soldier (in much the same language 
that Plutarch uses), Shakespeare goes on to show, later 
in the act, that he is dishonorable. After suffering 
his fifth defeat at the hands of Coriolanus, Tullus 
vows revenge, soldier's code be damned: ' : 
for where 
I thought to crush him in an eg_ual force, 
True sword to tru~ sword, I'll potch at him 
. _some way, 
Or wrath or craft may get him. 
( I.x.13-15) 
And, to emphasize that he has no scruples as to how and 
where this takes place: 
Where I find him, were it 
At home, upon my brother's guard, even there, 
. ·- _ ..
--~ Against the hospitable canon, would I 
;trash my fierce hand in his hearto 
( I ox. 24-27 ) 
This "would violate the relationship between guest and 
host"2 and perhaps best demonstrates Tullus' lack of 
personal honor. By comparison, Coriolanus gains in 
stature. Wrathful, rude though he may be, he has· prin-
ciples of.personal conduct that are worthy of admiration. 
By showing early the dishonorable intentions of 
-~ --
- ~------------
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-,Tull us, then, Shakespeare places the Volscian' s later 
warm reception for Coriolanus at Antium in a totally 
different perspective than it is in Lives. Because 
Tullus has vowed to destroy Coriolanus, his ·friendly 
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-greeting is seenas a fraud: 3 
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but that I see thee here, 
Thou noble thing~ more dances my rapt heart 
. Than when -I firs.,, my wedded mistress saw 
Bestride my threshold. (IVoVol22c=l24) 
Hence, Tullus' deviousness is contrasted with the direct-
,,, 
ness of Coriolanus, who tells the Volsoian, "I have 
. . ' 
. ·ever.followed thee with hate" (IVov.104). 
1 
Shakespeare sustains tl'1e contrast between the two 
men throughout. In his private moments, Aufidius 
acknowledges Coriolanus' super1or1 ty; Coriolanus, l;l.e · 
says, 
Fights dragon-like, and does achieve as soon1 As draw his sword •••• {IV.vii.23-24) 
I think he'll be to Rome 
As 1s the osprey to the fish, who takes it 
By sovereignty of nature. (IV.vii.33-35) 
Tullus- does not waver, however, from his plan to ga1n 
revenge, demonstrating a patience complete~y foreign 
to Coriolanus. Nor does he ever interfere with the 
best interests of his own government, something that 
cannot be said for Coriolanus. In.fact, Aufidius seems 
content to exploit the treacherous Roman for his country's· 
benefit, while he bides his opportunity for personal 
revenge. 
Though Tullus is a patriot, he lacks Coriolanus' 
: .Personal integrity, and Shakespeare never loses sight 
-· 
of.this difference in their natures. The final appeal 
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scene is altered to further dramatize Tullus' deceit 
and Coriolanus' sincerity. In Plutarch, the Volscian 
is not on hand during Volumnia's appeal~ In the play, 
ttowever, he if present throughout, at Coriolanus' re- • 
quest: 
... 
A.ufidius, and you Volsces, mark; for we'll Hear naught from Rome 1~ private. . (V.111.92-93) 
At the conclusion, after Coriolanus yields to his mother's 
- plea, Tullus acknowledges, "I ,,as moved withal" (V.111. 
194), but in the next instant, in an aside, he admits 
his real feelings: 
t . ;, 
; •oi 
I • . 
I am glad thou hast set thy mercy and thy honor At difference in thee. Out of that I'll work Myself a former fortune. 
(V.111.200-202) 
Tullus' earlier prophecy comes true. He gains his 
_ revenge by using his craft to stir Coriolanus' wrath, •, 
and the swords of his fellow conspirators complete the 
ruin of the-Roman hero. The most significant alter~-
tion Shakespeare makes in the final sc.ene at Antium~-
that of allowing Coriolanus to speak--is made in 'the 
interests of dramatic action. We learn nothing new 
about Tullus. His taunts of "traitor" (V.vi.85) and 
"boy" (V.vi.101), which touch~ Coriolanus' wrath, 
·merely reenforce his cunning, and his distorted account 
of Coriolanus' behavior at the appeal, merely accentuates 
his lack of honor. Hence, although Aufidius is patient 
and patriotic, which the hero is not, Shakespeare's 
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· ... emphasis on his detestable characteristics does much to .. 
•••- I 
~· 
bring Coriolanus into a more favorable light. 
Tullus was a foreign foe. For Coriolanus, how-
ever, there were enemies at home. The most fierce among 
them were the two tribunes, Brutus and Sicinius. In 
Shakespeare's hands the tribunes further delineate the 
·character of the hero, calling attention not only to his 
uncontrollable wrath, but also to his personal honesty 
and his ideals. 
Among the subordinate figures in Lives, the tri-
bune~ play a relatively important role. Plutarch ex-
plains that as an aftermath of the citizens' Holy Hill 
demonstration, the Senate agreed to allow the people 
five representatives a year "whose office should be to 
defend the poor people from violence and oppression. 
So Junius Brutu·s and S1c1n1us Vellutus were the first 
· ·Tribunes of the People that were chosen, who had only 
been the causers and procurers of this sedition" 
(Spencer, p. 305). Not only did the tribunes foment 
the rebellion that prompted the establishment of their 
,, 
offices, but later at Coriolanus' trial, they violated 
the agreement which called for him to defend himself 
against the sole charge that "he did aspire to be 
King ••• " (Spencer, p. 331). When Brutus and Sicinius 
saw they could not make this charge stick, they pressed 
three others. The third was an accusation that "he had 
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..... not made the common distribution of the·· spoil he had 
gotten in the invading the territories of th.e Antiates 
••• " (Spencer, p. 332). The last charge so surprised 
\', 
\i 
. 
Coriolanus that "he began to fall aeapraising of the 
·. soldiers that had served with him in the journey" • • :,..._ -. J 
(Spencer, p. 332), but his voice was drowned out, and· 
subsequently he was banished for life in a close vote 
which bore even further evidence of the cunning 
maneuvering of the tribunes. Thus, the Lives gave 
Shakespeare the outline for the two,-··cunning tribunes, 
but he presents them 11as far more debased in character 
and motive than they are in Plutarch •••• 114 
From the beginning, it is evident that they are 
incapable of understanding Coriolanus' "unbending 
aristocratic idea1. 115 In the expository opening scene, 
they try to analyze Coriolanus' motives for going into 
battle against the Volsces as second 1n command to 
Cominius: 
.. 
Fame, at the which he aims, 
In whom already he's well graced, cannot 
Better be held, nor more attained, than by 
A place below the first. · 
(I.10267-270) 
Half all· Cominius' honors are to Marci us,· 
Though Marcius earned them not. And all his 
faults j 
To Marcius shall be honors, though indeed 
In aught he merit not. (I.1.277-280) 
It never occurs .to·. them. that a soldier. like Coriolanus 
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has ideals which motivate him to serve honorably with-
. out a private scheme in mind. 6 
Plutarch's tribunes give the impression that they 
-
have a greater interest in the citizens' welfare than 
Shakespeare's. In the tragedy, when Brutus and Siciriius 
·sense that Coriolanus is nearing the consulship, their 
immediate concern is not for the people they represe_nt, 
but for themselves: 7 
Sic. On the sudden 
I warrant him Consul. 
Bru. Then our office may, 
During his power, go sleep. {II.1.237-239) 
Later, the tribunes seek to exploit the citizens 
1n their desire to have the best of both worlds. They 
wish to block the candidacy of Coriolanus, yet they 
wish to be considered his supporters-. Their cunning is 
revealed in their efforts to achieve these ends. After 
persuading the plebeians to retract their support of . " 
Coriolanus' candidacy, the tribunes advise them as to -· 
how they should explain this change of heart: 8 
Thus, to 
S1cin1us 
tribunes' 
Say you chose him 
More after our commandment than as guided 
By your own true affectio11s 9 and that your minds 
Preoccupied with what you rather must do 
Than what you should, made you against the grain 
To voice him Consul. Lay the fault on uso 
. (II.iii.237-242) 
protect their selfish interests, Brutus and 
deceive their own people. Examination of the 
maneuve,ring suggests that any benefits accrued 
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· by their constituents have been- incidental byproducts 
' ... 
of their greed. Further, the ~ore they connive to 
,-..... y '·-1 <I ·---. 
satisfy their desires, . the more the honesty"_ and inno~ 
cence of their victim, Coriolanus, is emphasized. 
On the other hand 9 in their efforts to thwart 
Coriolanus' bid for the consulship, the tribunes suc-
cessfully exploit his pride, thus serving to illustrate I 
that flaw in the hero. Although, like Volumnia, they 
a~e ~ncapable of understanding the nobler side of his 
nature, they know where he is vulnerable.· Sicinius 
tells Menenius that Coriolanus is weak, "Especially in 
prideu (I~.i.22). The tribunes know that his pride--
and the wrath that is its byproduot--are beyond his 
' 
control. This is the basis for their advice to the 
plebeians that "putting him to rage,/You should have 
ta'en the advantage of his choler,/And passed him un-
electedtt (II.111.205-207), and their own strategy that 
l' 
"Being once chafed, he cannot/Be rein.ed again to tem-
perance e • •" (III.iii.27-28). Thus, not only do the 
tribunes dramatize the hero's sinful pride on the two 
occa~ions discussed above when ·their well timed accusa-
tions of "traitor" send him into an uncontrollable 
rage, ·they also serve as commentators on his pride, 
thus multiplying the attention paid to this flaw in · 
his nature. 
I ' 
If Shakespeare's rendering of the tribunes does 
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much to reveal the character of the hero, 1 t also does · · · 
much to illuminate the political struggle vJ'hich serves · 
as the background for Coriolanus' personal tragedy.··· 
The selfishness of Brutus and S1cin1us, juxtaposed with 
Corio-letnu.:s 9 intolerance of the citizens, illustrates 
the nature of the political problem in the Roman state. 
·The Romans were attempting to establish a representa-
tive form of government which requi·red the responsible 
cooperation of both segments of the population, patri-
cians and plebeians alike. Singlemindedness, whether 
the grasping variety of the plebeians or the conserva-
tive variety of the patricians, is clearly detrimental 
to the success of popular government, and nowhere in the 
play is ~his better shown than in the clash between the 
leaders of the two groups which leads Rome to the edge 
of destruction.9 
There has been much debate among critics concern-
ing Shakespeare's sentiments towards the plebeians, and 
his position in the dispute in Rome between the plebeians 
and patricians. But the questions regarding whose side 
Shakespeare takes in the matter and the related one of 
just how much he borrowed from Plutarch for his rendeI\~,· ... 
. •• J 
• 
1ng of the plebeians are diffi,cul t to answer, at best. 
I. 
On the question of t~e extent of his use of Plutarch, 
it is interesting to note the polarity of opinion among· 
critics. Some, like Bradley, ask, "Are not the chief·, . 
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·· · weaknesses and· vices shown by the populace, or attributed 
to 1 t by the speakers, 1n Shakespeare's plays, those 
with which it had been habitually charged in antiquity 
arid the Middle Ages; and did not Shakespeare find this 
common form, if nowhere else, in Plutarch ?1110 Others, 
like Maccallum, hold that it is in "his whole conception 
of the Roman plebs that Shakespeare has made the most 
1 i .. 11 momentous and remar.kable change n h s story •••• 
Thus, trying to determine the playwright's feelings 
toward the plebeians on the basis of his use of his 
source appears hazardous, but it is worth the effort. 
From the very beginning, and in several important 
respects, Shakespeare deviates from his source in his . 
presentation of the citizens. Plutarch, in his opening 
statement on the feud between the citizens.and the 
.Senate, explains that "the Senate did favour the rich 
against the people, who did complain of the sore op-
pression of usurers, of whom they borrowed much moneytt 
(Spencer, p. 301). He goes on to explain how the Senate 
broke "their former promise" (Spencer, p. 301) to re-
dress the wrongs of the plebeians if only they would 
. 
fight against the Sabines. Thus, Plutarch shows the 
citizens as.viotims who rebell only as a result of their 
I'··· 
frustration. But he never permits them to speak as 
individuals, nor do we hear specific comments about 
their behavior. 
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·' · Shakespeare, on the other hand, also justifies 
. ' 
the citizens' discontent, but more, he permits them to 
express their individual attitudes, allows Cominius to 
comment on their soldiering, and shows them being patient 
with Coriolanus when he solicits th~ir vot~s. In the 
. 
, opening moments .. of the play the citizens are preparing 
- ·l' -
to mtJtiny. (Shakespeare, in the interests of dramatic 
compression, includes only one citizen uprising instead 
of the two he found in his source.) But the First 
Citizen, the most outspoken of the group, announces that 
their revolt is "in hunger for bread", not in thirst for 
revenge" (I.i.24-25), thus elementary survival is added 
to usury as a legitimate complaint against the nobles. 
,In addition, al though the First C~i tizen' s description 
of Coriolanus as "chief enemy to the people" (I.i.7-8) 
meets with general approval, there is disagreement. 
Second Citizen argues, "Consider you what services he 
has done for his country?t1 (I.i.30-31), and he adds 
that Coriolanus cannot be called "covetous" (I.1.44). 
' 
The 
When :r~:Ienenius arrives as peace emissary even the angry 
First Citizen greets him on his merits, "He's one honest 
enough. Would all the rest were so" (I.1.54-55). 
Hence, Shakespeare's plebeians are seen thinking for 
themselves, voicing their discontent, yet tolerant 
enough to offer kind words where they are merited. 
A 
' ~ ' 
This tolerance sets off the intolerance of the patricians, 
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. ,.. . . . ·o . manifest in the greatest degree by Coriolanus. 
.,. . 
Where Plutarch merely reports the success of the · .· ·· ··. 
common people in battle, explaining, "they overcame their 
enemiesn (Spencer, ·p. 301), Shakespeare is more explicit 
about their conduct. They are seen looting at Corioles 
an4 deserving of the condemnation Coriolanus heaps on 
them, but they are redeemed to a-great extent later when 
the citizens in Cominius' command earn his praise: 
"Well fought~ We/Are come off/Like Romans, neither 
foolish in our stan·ds/Nor cowardly in retire" {I.vi.1-3). 
In addition, though Coriolanus has earlier insulted 
them a .. s the "shames of Rome~" (I.iv.31), the oversub-
scription of plebeians to his request for volunteers 
to battle Aufidius' fierce Antiates adds dignity to 
their stature as soldiers. 
Later, when Coriolanus solicits votes in the market-
place, instead of merely reporting the event superficially, 
as does Plutarch, Shakespeare alters the scene to show 
· the contrast between the haughty Coriolanus and the fair-
minded and patient common citizens. In the biography, 
Coriolanus willingly "showed many wounds and cuts upon 
his body ••• " (Spencer, p. 319) and the people.agreed to 
' 
' . elect him consul. In the tragedy 9 even before the cere-
mony begins, the individual citizens debate Coriolanus' 
. 
candidacy, knowing that he is. their worst enemy. The 
Third Citizen speaks ironically: 
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Ingratitude 
is monstrous. And for the multitude to be in-grateful were to make a monster of the mul,itude, 
'· of the._ which we being members, should bring our-
................ 'Ii .. selves to be monstrous members • (II.111.9-14) 
But the plebeians, in their fairness, agree they will 
support Coriolanus' candidacy, if he will "ask it kindly" 
(II.iii.Bl). However, despite the fact that the hero 
-does not ask it kindlf, but instead refuses to show his 
wounds, mocking ·them all the while, the plebeians patient-
,, 
ly give their approval. Obviously, it requires more tol-
erance on the part of Shakespeare's plebeians to approve 
Coriolanus than it did for Plutarch's. 
Shakespeare seems clearly to disapprove of the com-
mon citizens acting as a mob. But what is not so clear 
is just ,how much of the blame for their behavior that 
he wants to distribute to the tribunes and how much to ' 
Coriolanus. In Plutarch, the plebeians ultimately re-
je·ct Coriolanus' candidacy because of their understand-
able fear of his close association with the nobility, 
the seriousness of which does not become evident until 
the day of election. In their second denial of Corio-
lanus, at his .trial, the plebeians vote him down: 
-· 
· To conclude, when they came to tell the voices of 
. . . 
the tribes, there were t·hree voices odd which con- ·~ · demned him to be banished-for life. 
(Spencer, p. 332) · ·.·· 
In neither case in the· source. is -their conduct contemptible. 
Shakes~eare, · on the contrary, takes pain_s to show 
-~ 
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that both rejections of Coriolanus by the plebeians 
are the result of mob action. But, as well, the selfish· 
tribunes are shown carefully plotting each rejection 
far in a_dvance, and Coriolanus O wrath 1·s shov1n in both 
instances to lead him into their trap.· It is fair to 
assume that were either of these volatile ingredieJ;J.ts 
missing there would have been no mob reaction on the 
part of the citizens, especially when we recall their 
earlier patience with Coriolanus. The citizens here, 
then, behave contemptuously, but they are not al-one 1n 
their guilt. 
Of course, the very fact that the people choose 
such men as the tribunes to represent them, and the 
ease with which they allow themselves to be manipulated, 
indicates an inability to discriminate. Here, Shake-
speare seems to be suggesting that a weakness in any 
representative form of government is a poorly informed, 
easily maneuvered majority. He does not, however,~ex-
clude the patricians from blame. Their interest in 
~aintaining the status guo and their refusal to meet 
their obligations to the people in matters of food dis-
-
tribution and protection against usury contribute t'o 
the unrest in the state. 
It is the fickleness o_f the people that allows the 
• r· 
I 
tribunes to transform them into a mob. On this count 
Shakespeare is far harsher than Plutarch. Plutarch 
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shows the people at their vacillating worst when they 
I , \ 
; 
.. 
demonstrate a "marvellous sudden change of mind" (Spencer,· 
p. 345) and ask for the repeal of Coriolanus' banish-
ment. They are to be excused to some extent, however,· 
because they have been taking the brunt of Coriolanus' 
attacks as he carries out his scheme to cause further 
disunity in Rome by punishing the plebeians while spar-
ing the patricians. 
s·hakespeare, however, in a· scene of his own in-
0 
vention, shows the citizens to be far worse, and exactly 
as Coriolanus portrayed them early in the play: 
Trust ye? 
With every minute you do change a mind, 
And call him noble that was now your hate, 
Him vile that was your garland. (I.i.185-188) 
The scene which Shakespeare inserts to accentuate the 
fickleness of the citizens follows their approval of 
Coriolanus' candidacy. No sooner do they hail Coriolanus 
as their consul-elect, 
"God save thee, noble Consul~" (II.111.144) 
but they meet the tribunes. In little time (much sooner 
than the requirements of dramatic compression would 
"-;,,, 
seem to dictate) the tribunes are able to persuade the 
citizens that their "voices might/Be curses" ·(II.iii.192-
193) to them if they do not reverse themselves. Where 
moments before they hailed Coriolanus as,. their "noble 
consul," the citizens nqw insist they "will deny himtt 
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-(II.iii.218) •. They do·more. They deny his candidature, 
and at t1is subsequent trial, they shout n To the rock, 
... -to the rook with him" (III. iii. 75), urging his death. 
Later, in a ·scene which closely parallels Plutarch's 
account of the people's request for Coriolanus' return, 
Shakespeare again treats the people more harshly than 
Plutarch. -Here we see them in a second about-f~9e, and • ~ 
the response that Shakespeare. elicits for their behavior 
.. -· ... .,. .. is contempt. As fortune again nods in Coriolanus' 
direction., the mob claims 1 ts innocence in his banish-
ment: 
...... '\ 
I.Cit. For mine own part, When I said banish him, I said 'twas pity. 2.Cito And so did I. 3.Cito And so did I~ and~ to say the truth, so did very man·y of uso That "tve_, didsi 1ve did for the best, and though we willingly con~ 
sented to his banishment, yet it was against our ,vill. 
(IV. vi.139-146) 
the absolute folly of the Third Citizen's use of "will-
1ngtt and ttwill 11 is intended to arouse utter· contempt for 
the citizens, 11 the many-headed multitude" (II.111.17), · 
as Coriolanus perceptively branded them. 12 
There is something ironic in the report that the 
plebeian mob is thrashing Brutus and is preparing to· 
"give him death by .inches" (VoiVo42) if Volumnia's peace 
mission fails. These are the same tribunes who were 
earlier hailed by the plebeians: "Now the gods keep 
you!" (IVovi.25). It appears that ju$t1ce is served as 
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' ,' -the fickle·mob hysterically turn on their own people. 
Their fickleness makes' a prophet of Coriolanus •. In 
fact, it should not be overlooked that Coriolanus, 
though ignorant of his own shortcomings, is well aware 
of those of the people. 
Shakespeare's deviations from Plutarch, then, show 
that he despised the common citizens when, rather than 
as individuals with convictions of their own, they 
' reacted as a mob. This despicable absence of reason 
in the face of pressure is not confined to the common 
citizens, howev:er. 13 Plutarch reveals that when the I 
people reversed their position on Coriolanus' banish-
ment, a similar change of heart was found "far more 
strange and contrary in the nobility" (Spencer, p. 345). 
But Plutarch treats this change in the nobles rather 
superficially, satisfied to explain that they rejected 
the citizens' request of the hero's return and looked 
upon his banishment as though ''the inju~y had been done 
' . --
unto themselves" (Spencer, p. 346). Shakespeare, on 
the other hand, devotes his attention to showing the 
patricians as petty in their reaction to the same crisis. 
When word is received that Coriolanus and the Volscian 
army are rampaging toward Rome, they feebly pass the 
• blame to the plebeians, again suggesting the discord in·· 
the country. Cominius·, seconded by Menenius charges, 
"Oh, you have made good work" (IV. vi • 79 ) • 14 Moments 
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later, however, Menenius' admits, "If Coriolanus could 
burn us all into one coal,/-~le have deserved it" (IV.vi. 
-137-138), revealing that in their more rational moments, 
the nobles recognize their share of the responsibility 
·-··- -
for the hero 9 s banishment. The tribunes, too, in scenes 
not to be found in Lives, find 1 t easy to contradict. 
themselves when it suits their purposes. Earlier, they 
had denounced Menenius as "a perfect giber for the table 
than· a necessary bencher in the Capitol" (II.i.90-92)-~\ 
But, distraught like the others at the prospect of being 
destroyed in the wake of a vengeful Coriolanus, they 
easily change their view of Menenius: 
But sure, if you 
Would be your country's pleader, your g.ood tongue, More than the instant army we can make, 
Might stop our countryman. 
(V.1.35-38) 
. Thus, the feeble "buck-passing" of the nobles, and 
· ··the vacillations of the tribunes that Shakespeare intro-
duces to the play, suggest that he--- wants the audience 
to see the citizens as not alone in their irresolute 
behavior. Moreover, by showing the inconstancy of so 
many of those ar9und Coriolanus, Shakespeare focuses 
attention on the steadfastness of his hero. The citizens, 
then, like the prot~gonist's other foes, Tull~s Aufidius 
and the·- tribunes, though they illustrate h~s flaivs, seem 
to draw more attention to aspects of his nature that are 
to be admired. 
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Hence, the paradox of Coriolanus is made all the 
more dramatic -by Shakespeare's ingenious development of 
the roles of the subordinate characters who surround 
the hero, roles that find only the vaguest outline in 
Plutarch. Coriolanus' monstrous pride, illustrated 
by his abuse of most of the people around him, is most 
, dramatically delineated by the tribunes and Tullus 
Aufidius' taunts of "traitor" which bring him grie.f 
and, finally, death. Yet, his relationships with sup-
porters and tormentors, alike, reveal an--· impregnable 
personal honor, the very epitome of the aristocratic 
ideal. But at the same time we admire his integrity, 
1n the skillful way the elements of the play are unified, 
we deplore his subservience to his mother, which is drama-
tized when he three times yields to her will, the last 
time, fatally. Thus, Shakespeare, by giving substance 
-
to the subordinate roles, not only provides a fullness 
and breadth to the story that Plutarch fails to achieve, 
but is able to portray the paradox of the proudest soldier 
in all of Rome, who is yet dominated by his mother. 
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FOOTNOTES 
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. Chapter I . - ''·' ' . 
lT.J. B. Spencer, ed. ShakesI!eare' s Plut.arch (London, 
1964), Po 13. All citations from Plutarch refer to this 
edi t1011o 
2M.W. MacOallum, ShakesEeare's Roman Plays (London, 
1910), p. 484. 
3Ibid., p. 506. -
4H.J.. Oliver, "Coriolanus As Tragic Hero," §9, X (1959)p 53~69o On the question of intention~ he notes, 
11 1f ever discussion of intention is permissible 9 it is 
surely when we find an artist departing from his source 
completely in one or more incidents after following it 
generally -v,1ith respect; then 9 if ever, vJe must say that 
the artist intended us to take a different view of the 
case." 
5r disagree with Gordon w. Zeeveld, who claims, "Corio-
lanus is above all the story of the dismemberment of com-
monwealth~ and this larger tragedy dominates the action." 
See Gordon ·~v o Zeeveld ~ n Coriolanus and Jacobean Poli tics, 11 
MLR, LVII(l962) 9 3340 
6william Shakespeare, The Tragedy of' Coriolanus, ed. 
Harry Levin (Baltimore, 195o}, p. 20. 
7w111ard Farnham, Shakespeare's Tragic Frontier (Berkeley, 1950), p. 208. 
BG.B. Harrison 9 ed. S~kespeare the Complete Works (New Yorkp 1952) 9 Po 12980 All citations from the play 
refer to this edi tiono Harold Co Goddard 9 .~he Ivie.~n~ of Shakes~eare (Chicago~ 1951) S> Po 599s, saysii YdThe fac"t seems 
to be that Volumnia oooplayed father as well as mother to 
her son and made the most of the double docility that comes 
from a child 8 s natural affection f·or his mother and rever-
ence for his fathero Indeed, she was far more father than 
mother to him. 0 
9rt should be noted that the butterfly image is picked 
up later by both Cominius and Meneniuse Cominius tells 
Menenius of Coriolanus' effect of the Volscian soldiers he 
lea~ds agai11st Romeg n o o o.,Ghey folloi1 him 9 /Aga .. ins·t; us bzaats 
with no less confidence/Than boys pursuing summer but"&er-
flies e o-., (IV.vio92c:o94)o As Coriolanus' army approaches the 
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gates of Rome, Menenius explains to the tribune, S1c1n1us, 
how he has changecl: 
·? 
There is a dif£erencey between a grub and a 
butterfly, yet your butterfly was a grub. This 
Marcius is grown from man to dragono He has 
wings, he's more than a creeping thingo 
(VoiVoll«=14) 
lOThere is argument among critics about ho1.-r to in-
terpret this part of Coriolanus' charactero I agree with 
John·~·:Palmer 9 Political Characters of Sha.Jrespeare (London, 1945) ~ Po 2657 iJhO siiggests0orlola'nuSF4YCQntemp'Jc of praise 
is roo"'ted less in modesty tha ... n in pride o u Irving Ribner, Pa t~ern~ 1.11 Shakes12earian 1~.ag_ed~ (l\Je't1 Yorks, 1960) po 190, 
claims-vrHis rejec·tions of the "tn1ellc:>mea11t prs .. ises of Titus 
and Oominius emphasizes again both the greatness ·of Corio-
lanus and his alienation from his fellow men." 
llHerman Heuer, "From Plutarch to Shakespeare: A 
Study of Coriolanus, 99 SS, X(l957), 57, claims that Corio-
lanus' requesJG implies 11a mercy beyond the narrow scope 
of class bias o '' · 
12Thus, Ribner (p. 191) says, "There is a perfect 
epitome both of the hero's grandeur and his vice in the 
little episodeoooon Farnham (po 239) says~ 19 Coriolanus 
is given an extra measure o:f magnanimity 1ivhen he_ is made 
to plead not only for an enemy but for an enemy who stands 
far do11n in the social.scaleo Yet a~long virith tl1.is extra 
measure of virtue goes an extra measure of defect, and 
the .virtue seems inseparable from the defect. 11 
13Molrl. Maccallum (p. 508) observes, "In the biography [ooriolanu§] is reject.ed only because the indiscreet ad-
vocacy of the nobles makes the plebeians fear that he 
will be too much of a par~c;izan o 99 
14Had Coriolanus been allowed to pursue his military 
cateer, both he and Rome would _have been better off. 
15James Eo Phillips~ The Stat! in §hakesReare'! Greek 
and Romal! Pl~~ (New York~ 194'5lv Po 163~ says of Corio- . lanus~ ~His chief function socially and politically is as 
a soldie1~ and he is the first to recognize this o 19 
l61evin, p. 18. He adds, " ••• tbose two (trial and 
final appeal) interventions of' Volumnia 9 in each case 
changing-the mind of Coriolanus~ are the turning points 
of the plot on I ivould expand this analysis, as I have 
said above, to include a third intervention by Volumnia, 
·, . 
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the fact of Coriolanus' candidacy. 1tli thout her inter-
ference, it is poss,1 ble to a~ssume that Coriola ..nus v1ould 
never have gotten mixed up in politics, an area of com-
promise fo1r.i vJhich ihe ,~ras eminen"'tly unsui ted 9 a11d in.stead 
would have continued to serve Rome well in the warso 
l 7 ',T It 1 , 1 R B · · ,· ~ 19 mh ff U G O ;:J g d Sh 1 Vu1-~~am · o OWQ8Da I e UCO zUl~ an 1 are-
, . ~ 
spearegs Ooriola ..nus 9 °0 SQ 9 JCIII(l962) 9 1}6 9 says, ~gOf course, 
OoriolantlS 'is sava'gelyr'ude and colossally tactless--but 
he is because he is uncompromisingly honest." 
l8uAs truth-teller, at least, the poet undoubtly · 
· admired his hero more than some of his more timid readers 
do" (Goddard 1 Po 596)0 .. 
19ivillard Fa"rnham ( p. 264) tells us that Coriolanus 
is ti oooa man who is extremely guilty of pride the vice 
and at the same time supremely noble in p1')ide the virtue." 
20paul A. Jorgenson, "Shakespeare's Coriolanus: An 
Elizabethan Soldier." PMLA,, LXIV( 1949) 9 230e 
2111arold S GI Wilson, On the Desiga of Shakespearian 
Trage~:r, (London, 1957) , P·· 100. · 
22A.C. Brad.lay, "Coriolanus, 11 British Academy Shake-
speare Lecture, 1912, in A Miscellany {London, 1929,, 
p. 910 
23Ib1d. 
24
~ill1ps, p. 163. 
25MoW. Maccallum (p. 484) says, ,;Nowhere has Shake-
speare borrowed so much through so ·great a number of lines 
as in Voluim11ia 8 s appeal to the piety of her sono 11 
26Derek Traversi~ phake~~eare: The Roman Flays 
( Stanford 9 1963) , po 270 !> claims s, 19 The final confron-
.... tation beti:~Jeen the, l1ero and his family o o ois beyond dou-bt 
one of Shakespeareus most moving and eloquent creations." .. 
27Wilson 9 Po 104. 
28una Ellis=Fermor, ''Shakespeare and the Dramatic 
Mode 9 19 !eoep=g.i.iol;_QZJ![9 XXXVI ( 1952), .104-112, in Sl!akespeare 
the Dramatist~ edo Kenneth Muir (New York, 19611, p. 36. 
2
~Bradley, p. 88 
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Chapter II 
. 
1MacCallum, p. 503 •· 
2Farnham, p. 247. 
.. 3R1bner, p. 199. 
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4Travers1 (p. 219) says of Volumnia, "Her ideal to 
which we will see him amply corresponding, ceases to be 
human 1 becomes the exaltation of an engine impersonally 
dedicated Gto clestrti.ctio11 o" 
5Ellis=Fermor,· Po 66. 
6Bradley (p. 981 comparing her unprincipled behavior 
preceding the trial with her unselfishness in the final 
appeal, no"'ces 9 ovHer sense of personaJl honour, "t~e saw, 
was less lreen than his; but she "tvas much more pa trio tic." 
7Ibido, p. 99. Bradley.argues that Shakespeare's 
Volumnia "cannot be majestic 18 because of l1er violent 
natureo .I must disagreeo Her majesty is that of the 
fieryp passionate patriot~ not the detached, dispassion-
ate observero Obviously, she is Rome's most valuable 
statesman in a most trying hour. 
8MacCallu.m, p. 497. 
9Miss Ellis-Fermor (p. 77), who develops an entire 
interpretation of the play on such impressions, says, 
"Only Virgilia seems to preserve for him some source 
of peace~ silence~ and wonder from which the thirst of 
his spirit can be assuaged and it is in his words to her 
that we find one of the most potent of those secret im-
press ions tha "'t 1-uorlc po1tJ"erfully on cftc;he imagination o 19 
Ooriolanusv choice of Virgil~a as his marriage partner 
is a further indication of his sensitive nature. 
lOBradley, p. 102. The speeches of Coriolanus to 
Virgilia must be what Harold Goddard (po 5~5) has pri-
marily in mind -iivhen he says tl1.e play nhas touches of 
tenderness that are like windflowers found on the· face 
of a crag. 11 
. 011Ribner (p. 199) believes that "the alliteration of 
the three names accents the ritualistic nature of their 
characterizationo" 
12tJilson (p. 102)· says that Virgilia and Volumnia's 
"gracious visitor, the lady Valeria, acts as a foil for· 
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Chapter III 
... 
lRibner (p. 194), commenting on the differences in 
.· the greetings, observes 11 i"Te cannot doubt the deliberate 
contrast which Shakespeare here intended." 
2Goddard (p. 611) takes a dim v1ewof M8llenius 1 man-
ner. He argues, "It is a man's relationship with his 
social inferiors that is a better test of his character. And the moment we bring Menenius to that test we see 
that his graciousness is largely veneer and that under-
neath is a hypocrite 9 a fool~ and a snobou · No doubt, 
there is a measure of truth to what Goddard sayso I 
quarrel 1r1i th "'Ghe degree of harshness -'c;ha.,G his choice of 
words implieso Political 9 foolish~ and superior come 
closer to the truth of Meneniuso John Palmer (po 255) 
observes that rvienenius is "the speaking lilreness of an 
English squire removed to a Roman setting." 
3Phill1ps,-p. 162. 
4011ver (p. 56) claims "the old man's fondness for 
the young ivarrior can only be to the latter's credit." 
MacCallu..m (Po 499) noting Shakespeare's alterations in 
the characterization of r~enenius 9 says s, 11Plutarch o G. furnishes hardly anything for the portrait of the man, 
and nothing at all for his relations with the hero." 
· 5Ellis-Fermor (p. 66) says "ffiominiuYs, Menenius 
and Volumnia alike believe in maintaining a balance be-
. tween ideals and complaisance; convictions are one thing; 
to act upon them implacably, as would Coriolanus, is 
another." . 
6Ib1d. Miss Ellis-Ferm.or laments, "crude butchery 
wins the respect even of Cominius, taking high place in 
his official speech to the Senate on Coriolanus' tri-
umph." 
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Chapter IV 
1 . 
Maccallum (p. 517)9 commenti~g on Shakespeare's 
treatment of Tullus Aufidius 9 believes that although 
Plutarch provides the outlines uthe darlrer hues are 
lacking in the earlier pictureo There is /pone og 
the unscrupulous rancour in. his initial relations with 
Marci us tha -'c Sha.Jcespeare a.,Gtri butes to Gltl'leino o o o 98 
2Margaret Loftis Ranald, Sh~kespeare's "Coriolanus" (New York, 1965), p. 90. . . 
3rbid. It is hard to unders.tand how Miss Ranald, 
who labels Tullus' scheme for vengeance on Coriolanus 
E4,S "dishonorable 9 " can S) in the next brea .. th 9 speak kindly. 
of his reception of ti1.e Roman at Anti um g 01'r evertheless, 
he has generosity~ and we can take his open~hearted 
gree~ting to Coriolanus at Anti um quite seriously. 19 
Maccallum (po 502) describes Tul:J_us' behavior as 19 hypo-
cr1 tical pretense •. " -
4:ehillips, p. 149. Zeeveld (p. 323) says, "The 
tribunes are the syndics, speaking for the members. 
They are the one clear structural innovation in Corio-
lanus." 
5R1bn·er, p. 196. 
6011ver (p. 57) says of the tribunes, "Each is the 
kind of ma11 1iho thinks a Coriolanus prefers to be -second 
in command 9 to Cominius~ that he may get credit for an 
action and none of the blame; significantly they judge 
a superior by their own low .standards •••• " 
• 't-•t 
' " .. 
•• ··-·-,,.. 'I 
7Phillips (p. 157)· comments on the tribunes, "Their P·-·· · 
action against Coriolanus is motivated, not by a desire 
for the welfare of the state or their constituents, but 
by selfish fear for their OWD positiOllSooooH 
8 . 
Goddard (p. 621) has this sort of maneuvering in 
mind when he speaks of "the sly a .. nd co1vardly attempts 
· · of·the two tribunes to butter their bread on both sides •••• " 
9Phillips (po 169) observes 9 11 Thus in this last po-
. litical crisis the negligence of each degree in its vo-
cation is shown to be responsible for endangering the 
welfare of the whole Roman state." 
' " 
10 Bradley, p. 80. 
. ' 
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· Oliver (p. 56) observes, "the final 
ment on ffihe ci tizen.§7, · ,vhich is difficult 
scribe as the dramatist's final criticism, 
.claim, when Qoriolanus marches against the his banishment was against their willon 
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l3wyndham Lewis, The Lion and the Fox (London, 1927), ...... . p.L, 245S) bel1e·ves that Shakespeare approved of the abuse Coriola~nus hurled at the mob£) ubut from this to sup-posing that he had discriminated between this crowd and that other smaller crowd to which Coriolanus belonged 
••ois a long step of snobbish unreason and self~decep-tion that 1ve have no right to assume Shakespeare at · all likely to have takeno For it was human nature about which Shakespeare wrote, and he did not write on a tone. of morals, nor on one of class-prejudice or class-illu-sion. 11 
14Traversi (p. 266) says of the behavior of the var-ious elements of Rome in the face of this crisis, "Under· the threat of approaching retributions,. Roman society is ready to disintegrate once more into faction and mutual reproacho 0 Brents Stirling~ Th~ ~032ulace in Shakespear~ (New York~ 1949) 9 Po 40 9 says41Scene 6 ?J.ct. If! offers one of the lustiest and most sustained situations in Shakespeare of a group of charac~ers confronted by their own follyo Here the tribunes and citizenry are held solely responsible by Cominius.·and Menenius for the ruin of Rome by Coriolanus' desertion to the Volscians." 
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BIOGRAPHY 
. --\ 
Name: John Anthony Hogan 
Place of Birth: Cincinnati, Ohio 
Date of Birth: May 8 9 1928 
I Father: John Eo Hogan 
Mother: Elizabeth R. Hogan 
Education: 
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Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania (1965-1968). 
Master of ·Arts Degree in English, October, 1968. 
Attended: 
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio (Summer, 1958). 
Westminster College, New Wilmington, Pennsylvania (Summer, 1957). 
Youngsto1in University, Youngstown, Ohio (Summer, 
1953) 0 
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio (1946-1951), 
Bachelor of Science in Education, June 8, 1951. 
Purcell High School, Cincinnati, Ohio (1942-1946). 
Diploma, June 1946. 
Experience: . 
Instructor, Columbian High School, Tiffin, Ohio (1967-1968), 
American 11 terature and Composition; head football 
coach. 
Assistant Professor, Lehigh Un1vers1 ty, Bethlehem, Penn-
sylvania, (1965-1967), Physical E~ucation; assistant 
varsity football coacho 
.. ~··~ 
,,: 
L ,•,"•' 
Instructor, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York (1962-1965), 
Physical Education; assistant varsity football coach.· 
Instruc.tor, University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio (1960-1962), 
Physical Education ( 1960-1961), Freshman English ----.. (1961~1962); assistant varsity football coacho 
Instructor, Ashland High School, Ashland, Ohio (1958-1960), 
· A.rne1,,ican Literature and Composition; -head football. 
coach, golf coacho . ' 
Instructor 9 East Palestine High_School, East Palestine, Ohio (1952-1955; 1956-1958), World Literature and Composition; · 
. . ,,; 
. . 
./ p. 
,, 
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W/0,,,t, 
··-r·)l· ... head football coach, assistant basketball coach. 
Instructor 9 Purcell High School, Cincinnati, Ohio (1951-
1952), Grammar and Composition; head track coach, 
assistant football and basketball coach. 
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